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Men charged after high speed chase
' ' Two 18-year-old males — one 
from Brentwood and the other from 
Sidney — have been charged 
following a high-speed car chase 
early Saturday morning that started 
in Brentwood and ended in Colwood 
wlicn a wheel fell off and the car 
slammed into a ditch.
Scott Bent/.en (alias Sturrock), 
1259 Marchant, and Gerald 
Huizinga, 1885 Graham, were both 
charged with theft over $200 and 
possession of stolen property. 
Bentzen w'as also charged with 
mischief.
Both youths appeared in Victoria 
provincial court Monday and were 
scheduled to make another ap­
pearance Friday. No pleas have been 
entered.
The early 'morning car chase 
stretched from North Saanich, 
through Central Saanich and Saanich
to Colwood, and three separate 
police departments took tip the chase 
at times.
Central Saanich police chief Bob 
Miles said the incident began shortly 
after 3 a.m. when one of his oftlccrs 
spotted a grey Corvette “leaving 
rubber tnarks and doing other un­
mentionables.”
The Central Saanich officer went 
to check the car when it sped off at 
high speed. The officer chased the 
Corvette for three miles north on 
West Saanich Road before losing it.
A short time later the officer 
located the car — this time going 
south near McTavish and the Pat Bay 
Highway. The car again eluded 
Central Saanich police, but was 
picked Up by Saanich police near Elk 
Lake.
Saanich police then gave chase, but 
they too lost it. The Corvette was
again spotted — this time gasing up 
at a service station on the corner of 
Carey and Tillieum.
When police approached, the car 
tore out of the gas putnps, .smashing 
through a tire rack and ice machine, 
atid headed north on Trans 'Canada 
Highway.
In the proeess, the Corvette lost its 
gas tank and Miles said as the car 
sped up the highway the tank 
bounced on the pavement sending a 
15-foot shovver.of sparks into the air.
Police slowed the cha.se until the 
car lost one of its wheels and plowed 
into a roadside ditch. The two oc­
cupants jumped from the wreck and 
ran into the nearby bush. Two youths 
were later apprehended by Colwood 
RCMP with help from its dog 
tracking team.












By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
Richard Desmond’s life reads 
like a novel: medical student, 
fighter pilot, newspaperman, 
mathematics professor, research 
chemist, and successful hotelier. 
But then it should — he’s had 97 
years to accomplish it all — and 
he has 110 intention of stopping 
now.
“How old can you live?” asks 
the native Irishman w'ho now lives 
in Brentwood. “1 can’t see any 
ctid to it, 1 can read a newspaper 
without glasses, hear a pin drop 
and still have lots of hair.
“People ask me how I’ve lived 
so long. How the liell do I know?
I just lived,’'
And “just live" is what 
Desitiond continues to do every 
day.That includes imlting on a 
shirt iiiul tie each morning even 
though he’s not going anyvvhure. 
Olil habits don’t change, and 
Desmond's shin and tie arc old 
habits,
But then that’s the kind of man 
he is, Botn in coitnty Dublin iti 
1885, Desmotul moved to 
Imgliiiul at 12 to attend school. 
He returned to Dublin and its 
lamotis university later to attend 
inedical school, ’Me completed
four years and was in his fifth 
when World War I broke out.
“The only thing 1 wanted to do 
in the w'orld was to fly. So 1 threw 
everything up and went and 
joined the air forces. If the IRA 
knew that they’d cut my bloody 
throat.”
He spent .seven years in the air 
force -- four flying during the 
war, two with the occupation 
army in Germany, and another in 
Ireland.
“There was no such thing as 
formation flying in those days,’’ 
says Desmond. “Yoti were on 
your ow'ti. Of course in those days 
it was quite an achievement to By 
over the English Channel,"
I'hosc were flying’s heyditys -- 
when barnstorming pilots had 
more gtits than brains, Desmond 
still laughs abottl modern-day 
pilots’ reactions to those early 
idanes. “They call them 
'd.’ingerous'. They were only held 
togethei with piano wire."
Pilots fortunate enough t(v 
make the channer crossing Were 
met with iheit first taste of 
modern warfare -- a taste that has 
lemaitted with Destnottd his full 
97 years. “1 halewar,” he says -- 
reliving the horrors of his fighting 
days.
Desmond never fought against 
the famous German ace Baron 
von Ricliiofcn (The Red Baron), 
though he saw him in flight 
severahimes.
“1 saw him, but felt the better- 
part of courage wmi to get as far 
away from him as 1 could. He was 
it helluva shot. . . a good flyer 
too. So if you saw him you’d look 
lor a good landing spot."
Desmond married during the 
war ;md shortly after his return 
from Ireland in 1922, he and his 
wife cinigrtited K; Canada.
“My wife had heard a lofabout 
Canada,” he recalled,- “I asked, 
’Where’s Canada?’ and she said 
on the north end of the United 
States."
The Desmonds htndcd itt 
Montre.'il during the lean years 
and he rcmcmbeis trudging dowit 
to the Montreal Star newspaper 
with everyone else to see if tuiy 
jobs liad been advertised.
One (lay he decided to head 
riglii into the Star itself. He asked 
for the editor, told him he had 
written before, aiul landed it job 
as It reporter.
The job liisled only five weeks, 
with Desmond'movingon instead 
to Sir George William University
Conlimied on PiiKC 2 I
Sidney and North Saanich councils 
have a problem. They’re working 
together on plans to construct anew, 
joint library — they currently share 
facilities at the Beacon Avenue 
library — but are finding it difficult 
to agree on price.
Sidney council has approved an 
architect’s proposal for, a $425,000 
building on Resthaven Drive, but 
: although North Saanich doesn’t plan 
Irto ' vote on Tt until ^April 6, some 
aldermen — and Mayor Eric 
Sherwood — are hoping to get 
something cheaper. ■
Sidney council is a little put out the 
architect’s plan hasn’t had plain 
sailing and recently chided North 
Saanich for being “unrealistic.’’
North Saanich thinks it’s being 
“very responsible’’ — including the 
pcnnypinchers, says Aid. Jay Rangel.
“I’m not saying we should put up 
a barn or industrial-type building — 
but if we can get something with a 
different structure at $40 a square 
foot instead of $58, well, let’s look at 
it," says Mayor Eric Sherwood.
He says if the present plan is 
approved North Saanich’s share will 
be $150,000 — that’s double what 
wc’vc allowed in our provisional 
budget, he says.
North Saanich’s expected share — 
$75,000 was based on an original bid 
for the soon-to-bc-vacated school 
hoard office on 3rd Street, eyed last 
year as a possible library site. The 
two councils offered the board 
$225,0(X) and expected to split that 
three ways with the provincial 
government paying one-third.
However, Saanich school board 
had two separate appraisals which 
pitt the building at $230,(XX) and 
$265,000 and another offer from 
Sidttey and North Saanich would 
hitve hiid to come close to halfway 
between the two appraisals — about 
$250,0(K) or $25,000 more than the 
eotmeils’ original offer.
The couiicils never did go back to 
the hoard with another offer. 
Sherwood didn’t seem to know quite 
why negotiations had fallen through. 
Sidney Mayoi Norma Sealey says the 
board price escalated three times and 
the “difficulty lay in chasing 
estimates and to keep having to go 
hack and forth to two counciis for 
approval,"
And the board “wasn’t too keen 
on letting us have it, they wanted it to 
go to Camosun,” Sealey says.
She added Vancouver Island 
Regional Library director Fred White 
“wasn’t too enthusiastic” about the 
3rd Street building as the new library 
but “had agreed it would do.”
But Sealey points out North 
Saanich would have ended up paying 
more than $75,000 as its one-third 
; share .even if: the councils; had;: 
purchased the school board building. 
U was not eligible“or a full one-third 
provincial grant and North Saanich 
would have had to pick up the extra 
costs with Sidney, she says.
School board secretary treasurer 
Ross Ingram says the board had a 
firm offer of $225,000 from Sidney 
town administrator Geoff Logan — 
who was acting for both councils — 
and wrote back to him April 25, 
1980, explaining the board had two 
updated appraisals and was willing to 
negotiate a suitable price based on 
those two appraisals.
Ingram .says Logan did not come 
back with another offer. Yes, the 
board would have accepted an offer 
approximately halfway between the 
two new appraisals, he says.
Did the board want the building to 
go to Camosun? No way, Ingram
Kt '■ , 1, ‘ ,
“s‘ ', I < <4
‘Ji'.'E, ,j^.“
1
says. “We were just lucky that came 
together afterwards.”
Camosun College is currently 
leasing the building on a three-year
Continued on Page 3
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Next Week ,
®Photos, story of arts 
and crafts in action.
®What’s happening at 
Mount Newton? Neil 
Anderson and other 
students are featured 
at the school.
Pick up baton for Terry
By riRAYt'AMI’HRU.
The s,afnt (tf lerry box lives on. 
Ouielly. behind ihe scetics works a 
team orth!vott,'d volunteers, readying 
for the nmmnl drive starting April 6. 
All are irersonally involved for no 
other rensoii than a feiTini! Ihev rove 
something to society,
Tlte Camtdian t'nnccr Society 
functiotts all year rotmd on a 24-hour 
bti.sis Ulidvi livuiJiags like .sstviwC !(» 
patients, cthicaiion, research and 
administration.
A cotiple arc comitig to Victoiia 
foi spevi.tl tieaimcnt. They take a 
bus from Nanaimo. After .15 years of
marriage this is an emotional time. 
He is 64 and has cancer. He knows 
the cold statistic tltai he is one in fotir 
who has a chance of getting it. But he 
also knows that' 80 per cent of the 
time a patient Can he cured if caught 
eariv. So they ride with both tension 
andhopc.
In the past this couple would arrive 
in Victoria and begin looking for a 
chciip loom ui liutvi. They woukl 
need receipts lor all expenses and the 
society would assist with some of the 
iicacs, .
Tudity, because of yom yeuily 
donations and special projects
organized by teams of vohmieers, the 
patient and family will soon be 
irealcd with respect and dignity. 
Plans for ti Victotia Lodge similar to 
the one recently opened in Vancouver 
iiteans the patient vvill he handed a
kev. This will open (he door to n, well
stocked apartment, maintained by 
the society and kept ready at all limes 
for thclreaimcm period.
i he .mmmi diisc loi ihi: Camidiaii 
Caircer Society is April.
.Anyone can become part of Ihc 
tcatti. At least continue your annuai 
donation and give a boost to Icrry 
Fox whose courage contimics to lift
spirits everywhere. All you have to 
do is dig up a few bills or more, 
knowing fhnf-rX'ery dollar helps .
Or you can volunteer to join one of 
the crews that devotes a few days 
each year to canvass for funds or 
who pack, and Rel! holly at Chrintmas.
Please remember the magnificent, 
heroic effort of Terry Fox raised 
money for new research only. The 
April drive must tmd money lor all 
the other services including the new 
Victoria Lodge.
ho join the team in one position or 
another and pick up the baton for 
Terry. Top dog! See sloryt another photo In Top of the Pile, page 5,
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LAi’S RESTAURANT
7155 Ent tunicii Id. 
iiMimei lUtU 
CMiwm & WMtstn Feod 
Ul'nor Toko M 
ft[[ imm trom S pm om 4 
akat wnt aimam orkar 
Oni HtL-Thn 11 t»i pa 
FtL-5(l 11 t»ll pa 




\ OPEN DAILY 11 A.M. 
L lo'
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
OINt /N 0« TAKE OUT 







BrealUasI, Lunch & Dinner Dally 






OPEN DAILY FOR 
LUNCH & DINNER 
IClotvd Tu«s. j
2558 Bevan Ave., 
Sidney
'On the Waterfront' 
656-4640
"" Country Kitchon j
tJF'.'Ptv.ood ShoDpiriq F»la/<i |
l{i>mi'5t\U‘ CiBikmg and] 
linking ui Old I
I/ tM/iptfH'd/ pru ts, j
Open I 
7 Days A Week\ 
® l.ict*iiM‘il 7;30 am ■ 7 pm , 
k 652-11‘72 y
I illpi’p (Cnlu' (Jllialct j





2138 Keating X Rd.
(in me Seaboard Pla/a)
LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY
s Fish & Chips V. BOX Jhi
EAt IN or TAKE OUT In llie Holel Sidney
< J 3010 6 30 p.m Ph. 652-2513 Exciling Sandwiches




For quality printing of your 
menus and briKhures. 
P.O.Box 2608 





Sidney Lions plan to 
bring the first ever major 
sporting event to Sidney 
— its aim? To promote 
lacrosse in the area and 
to raise funds for Lions 
projects.
World champion 
Coquitlam Adanacs and 
Victoria Shamrocks 
meet at 3:45 p.m. April 
12 at Panorama Leisure 
Centre. Following the 
game there’ll be a 
reception at Sidney 
Travclodge.
‘I just lived *
Continued from Page 1
as a mathematics teacher.
Then he picked up a job 
teaching math to'a millionaire’s 
son; but the job ended when the- 
son graduated from Upper 
Canada College. The millionaire, 
who owned a chemical factory in 
Shawinigan Falls, asked Desmond 
to work there as a research 
chemist'.
Desmond did — until 1928, 
when he made enough money 
from a discovery to purchase The 
Ca.scadc inn in .shawinigan Falls. 
“1 pul every penny 1 had into it
and built it into a first class 
hotel.”
In 1947 Desmond ‘‘sold out 
everything in Quebec — 1 couldn’t 
stand the winters anymore.” He 
was ‘‘foolish enough to buy a 
house in North Hatley”, where he 
lived until 1951 when he made his 
final move to Brentwood.
Desmond, who has lived what 
some might consider two 
“normal” lifetimes, has seen 
many elianges in his 97 years, but 
he firmly believes “the whole 
world has gone cockeyed since 1 
was born. They call it progress.”
RESTAURANT
Spectal/itng m ChfVicie 
H Canadian food
OPEN; MON. THURS, i ■ MIONIGHI
FRI. Sat, 4'- 1' a m.
SUNDAY 4 8^ p.m.
Delivery with minimum order.












9610 • 4lh SI.. S(dn«y 
a CHICKEN vRIBS • OUROERS 
• SOFT ICE CREAM 
Mon. 10 Fri. 11-6 




\ (Closed (or Lunch Tuesday) I 
i Wednesday Smorgasbord > 
" Dinner and !
i The New Sunday Brunch j
iReservations 656-3541 j
Sea Breeze Cafe
9776 - 4th St. . Sidney
Behind the Post Ollice 
— SPECIALIZING IN —
FISH a CHIPS 
Bieakfast-lunch'dinner
Open Doily 7:30 AM • 7:30 PM 
Closed Sunday 













2520 Beacon Ave., Sidney
Service. Service & Sales
The Full Mercury Line 





BEACON AVE., SIDNEY. B.C.
The Finest in 
Family Dining
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
656-1176
hotel Sidney
Foot of Beacon Ave. 
ocean view
Try our famous salad bar 






DAILY SPECIALS . 
BREAKFAST- LUNCH
Chinas* Food 
At RoasonabI* Pricas . 
-Pick Up -Toke Ou!




V j (Closed Tuesdays)
-^>■1-^ . . West Soonich Pd.















: Mon. to Fri. 9 am - 9 pm .
SaturdayTO am -,io pm :
: ,Sunday 11 am ■ 9 pm ■
658-4115
2359 BEACON AVE;
ARDMORE GOLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. and 
West Saanich Road, Sidney
A cozy, 9-holer, ideal for families. Beautiful scenery 
and special twilight rates for 9-hole game. Clubs and 
cart rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities — 
swimming beach. Phone 656-4621.
BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brentwood Drive,
SIDNEY TRAYELODGE, 2280 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney. 656-1176.
In The Cabaret every Friday and Saturday night, 
9:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.. Rock & Roll & Country 
Music.
r-eaiuring in the lounge, Richard King, Guitar 
Vocalist, 8:00 p.in. to midnight.
THE MARINERS’ MUSEUM — A must to see 
when in Sidney an Outstanding Maritime and 
Nautical Collection — located next to the Clipper 
Inn; 2554 Bevan. Phone 656-6633.
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LADIES NIGHT THIS SATURDAY 
WITH JUSTIN & CARLOS
THE VICTORIA AIRPORT
2280 Beacon Ave. 656-1176
Bargain fee 
for merchants
Business licence fees for seven of Sidney’s 10 
licensed restaurants will drop this year — but it’s 
the last time such a bargain will be available.
Council’s committee of the whole Monday 
agreed to adjust its bylaw so that in future 
licensed premises will pay at least the equivalent 
of their previous year’s fee.
The problem came about when council decided 
to change its fee structure for licensed restaruants 
from a fixed fee to 10 per cent of the provincial 
liquor tax. '
Under the new schedule, fees are calculated on 
how much liquor is sold. Thus, for 1981 three 
Sidney restaurants — The Latch, Travelodge and 
Hotel Sidney, saw their fees jump by more than 
350 per cent because they sell a lot of liquor.
But for the seven other licensed restaurants, the 
business licence fee dropped — in the case of The 
Quarterdeck restaurant, from $50 last year to just 
S8 this year.
‘‘It really is inherently unfair to those whose 
fees we increased who have liquor sales,” 
commented Aid. Ross Martin. Aid. Howard 
Norquay agreed, noting it is ‘‘almost a double 
standard.”
But Mayor Norma Sealey said council had 
already refunded the seven restaurants the dif­
ference between last year’s fee and the 1981 fee. It 
would mean asking for the money again, she said.'
Instead, committee agreed to let the fees go this 
year and in future take the greater of the two fee 







Let Mr. Buildall 
Help You
With Your Building Supply Needs!I!
Whothor you’re thinking of: REPAIRING, REPLACING OR 
MAINrAININQ COMPONENTS OF YOUR HOME WE HAVE 
WHAT IT TAKES TO GET THE JOB DONE.
Courteous salespeople with the knowledge to help you with your project.
Supplying quality merctiamlise to Victoria and the peninsula for over SO years.
VISIT BUTLER BROTHERS BUILDALL TODAY
THE SUPERMARKET OF BUILDING MATERIALS.
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL,
il
2046 Keating X Road 
Victoria, B.C,
HEAT PUMPS SAVE MONEY
FOR YOUR NEW HOME OR ADD ON TO YOUR EXISTING 
OIL OR ELECTRIC FURNACE SYSTEM
Let's lace it, the cost of energy is continually increasing. Look at this typical 









M ;■ 1981 S 565 $ 582 $223
1902 $ 663 $ 607 $240
1993 S 780 S 655 $260' ^ 1084 S 916 $ 700 $260
1985 $1077 $ 765 $303
1086 $1266 $ 826 $327
1987 S14B7 S 692 $353
1088 $1747 $ 963 $302
1060 $2053 $1040 $412' 1 ' I 1900 $2412 $1124 $445
OUTDOOR
UNIT
The above is based on an 8% annual cost incronso for oloctric energy and 17.5% for oil. 
Total heal loss 44,370 BTUH. For this example.




Heat Pump by GE
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A DUAL CONVERSION gives you the 
choice of GAS or PROPANE wllh the Flick 
of a Switch! Got the economy and capacity 
of Propane or the convenience of Gas 
whenever you need II,
# Farm © Commercial ® Private 
All work dono to CGA and UL specifications. 
SAFE, OEUABIE installations
firlwretion Inc.
YOUR PROPANE VEHICLE 
CONVERSION CENTRE 
FOR VAMCOIPUFR IR| A WO
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Councils dicker
Continued from Page 1
agreement with an option to pur­
chase at the end of that time.
School board chairman Gerry 
Kristiansen says as far as he can 
recall Sidney and North Saanich 
“simply didn’t want’’ the building. 
“The thing died when they decided it 
wasn’t really suitable,’’ he says.
School trustee Rubymay Parrott 
says the two councils weren’t willing 
to meet the cost at the time and 
e.xpected some “concessions.”
1-rom a personal point of view, 
Parrott said the building would have 
been “ideal” as a library. 
Kristian.son says there is room for 
future e.xpansion at the .school board 
building.
The bickering goes on between 
Sidney and North Saanich and Sealey 
stiys she finds il (North Saanich’s 
attitude) “disttubing.”
She says the two councils jointly 
agreed Sidney would provide land on 
the Resthaven site so a full one-third 
government grant was available. 
“We’d been through all the processes 
jointly, arriving at square footage, 
calling architectural bids and having 
gone through all that, had joint 
agreement to proceed.”
Sealey adds, “Costs were pretty 
well agreed upon before the architect 
was selected. It was well-known the 
library would cost more than
originally thought.”
Rangel didn’t have anything to say 
about the school board building the 
two councils missed out on but says 
he does intend to go to the steel 
building industry and find out how 
much it costs to set up a library 
building. And he says he already has 
some preliminary answers.
“There are different types of 
construction we should be looking 
at.” Rangel .says, pointing out if the 
S58 per square fool price quoted for 
the building plan Sidney council 
approved March 23 is “rock bottom, 
w e ’
we’ll go along with it.”
Rangel added, “But if tliere’s 
something cheaper. . .”
The North Saanich alderinatt says 
there are .some “huge expenses facitig 
us in every direction and the library 
has escalated in cost a good deal.”
But, he says, ”We all agree w'c 
need a library soon. And there’s no 
intcniiori to delay,”
And Sherwood, while still hoping 
to find a cheaper answer to the nesv 
library, promises the tnatier "will be 
resoh'cd.”
The plan approved by Sidney is a 
7,000 .square foot modular-type 
construction with cedar e.xicrior and 
is priced out at $58 per square foot. 




Some $400 in cash was stolen from Sears store, 
2492 Beacon Avenue, following a break-in 
sometime late Friday night or early Saturday 
morning.
Sidney RCMP said thieves apparently broke 
into the store by the rear door and pried open the 
safe, taking the $400 “float”. The break-in was 
discovered later Saturday morning by employees 
arriving for work.
Nothing else was taken, and police have the 
incident under investigation.
In other police news this week:
•An 18-year-old Saanichton man was arrested 
and charged following an incident early Saturday 
morning in which a man brandished a sawed-off 
shotgun outside a Beach Road home.
Sidney RCMP said they received a call about 
6:30 a.m. Saturday that a man was using a sawed- 
off shotgun in a threatening manner. Police 
attended the scene and arrested Constantine 
Alexis Demitrs Underwood without incident.
A police spoke.sman said the incident began 
with a dispute in the Beach Road home between 
one man and another man. One man was forcibly 
removed from the residence and later returned 
with a double barrel shotgun, and pointed it in the 
living room window at the other man and a young 
woman.
Persons in the house removed the gun from the 
man and called police. Underwood appeared in 
court Sunday charged with possession of a 
weapon dangerous lo the public peace, possession 
of a prohibited weapon, and pointing a firearm.
•A 25-ycar-old Richmond man trying to beat 
the high cost of riding the ferries has been charged 
with fraud. Police said a B.C, Ferry security 
officer at Swartz. Bay apprehended the man when 
he attempted lo use a fraudtilanl boarding pass.
Police believe the man used the pass for as 
mtiny as 10 crossings before he was finally caught.
•Finally, RCMP recovered a 90 hp Mercury 
outboard motor from Portland Island near Pat 
Bay last week and are trying lo locale the owner, 
I'or more information conlaci Sidney RCMP at 
656-3931,
Sidney,, Sydney to H.win-un^Ik- jf
Sidney council has received approval to twin 
wilh Sydney, Nova Scotia during Canada Week 
celebrations, [o he held the last 10 dttys in .Ittnc, 
Monday night Sidney’.s committee of the whole 
discussed a possible e.vchange visit of mayors 
between the two oommuni(ies, switching the “i” 
and “y” in the similar names for one week and 
involvement of students, Council will release 
more details on plans next week.
(UK






North Saanich Aid. 
Jay Rangel this week 
warned opponents of 
Chevron’s proposed 
Hatch Point oil tank 
farm their victory party 
is “very premature.”
Rangel expressed 
concern people believe 
the issue has been 
resolved after Municipal 
Affairs Minister Bill 
Vander Zalm rejected 
bylaw changes that 
would have permitted 
Chevron lo build the 
lank farm.
“We won a skirmish, 
but certainly the war has 
not been won.”
In a letter to the 
Co wi chan Valley 
Regional District, 
Vander Zalm said there 
will have to be more 
detailed study of the 
proposal and a closer 
look at its environmental 
and pollution control 
aspects before the bylaw 
changes could go ahead.
Rangel noted there 
has been talk of the 
environmental study 
being completed in “a 
couple of months”, but 
he would like to see the 
study carried out over a 
whole year to gauge 
effects in all four 
seasons.
He called for op­
ponents to get “back to 
action stations” in 
preparation for further 
“skirmishes”.
CORNER OF 
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Prices Effective: April 2, 3, 4
Winner of
The Lion’s Club 400 
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When all’s said and done about the 
proposed costs for the new library, one 
thing sticks out like a sore thumb. If 
money — or lack of it — is the most 
important factor then Sidney and North 
Saanich councils should have purchased 
the school board office building on 3rd 
Street, Sidney, for S250,000 and saved 
themselves a big headache and a couple 
of hundred thousand dollars between 
them.
It’s likely that w'hen the two councils 
decided last spring not to pursue the 
school board building further. North 
•Saanich hadn’t yet made certain 
.decisions that would create the heavy 
spending it is faced with this year — a 
firehall costed out at S250,00, for in­
stance, or been aware of- possible 
policing costs in the near future. 
Alarmed by talk of a possible 75 per cent 
rise in taxes unless its provisional budget 
is drastically cut, North Saanich is being 
more than usually cautious about library 
costs. .
While it’s difficult to fault that 
council for its hesitation to commit itself 
-to spending $75,000’ more than it 
originally bargained 'for, it has been 
pointed out that council was aware costs 
; would be in the region of $450,000. Why 
5 j| then, did North Saanich agree that an 
J f architect be appointed and for matters to 
■-reach this stage before sounding the 
alarm bell?
^ . Aldermen seeking plans that will buy 
- ^ them a 7,000 square foot library space 
; for $40 a square foot instead of $58 
; p would save some $126,000 on the 
; building. Split three ways — between the 
Il two councils and the provincial 
p government—- North Saanich would 
P save $42,000.
^ If a new library is possible at that price 
p — North Saanich Aid. Jay Rangel 
P mentions steel construction as being 
% cheaper — then Sidney must approve, 
and the town has an extra stake in the 
fy venture. The library will be located in 
; p Sidney on council property on 
^ Resthaven Drive and wiU be expected to 
j; grace the town, to add, _ not subtract 
from its attractiveness.
i S Will a cheaper construction, the kind 
I Rangel mentions, be the right kind of 
§ building for that area? A library is an 
5 important part of a' neighborhood, a 
focal point. The wrong kind of con- 
I struction could so easily spoil the pretty 
Resthaven area.
p We’re not trying to pressure North 
Saanich to accept the architect’s plan 
that comes before it for approval next 
I p* Monday night. Only to think well and to 
1 p balance out the money a cheaper, less 
attractive builcling might save with some 
I thought of the finished product a 
I decent looking library thaf has to last a 









From (h« March 3J, 1921, l«.iuc of The Review.
MEADLANDS Road foreman, F.E.W. 
Smith is busy tliis week with a big gang of men 
and teams grading and ditching the new road 
through Meadlands from the station along the 
U.C.E. Ry. track to Capt. Wilson’s hou.se. Thi.s i.s 
one of the new districts that has opened up of 
late. Col. Pearkes, V.C, has .secured a ranch here 
and is having a lovely home built. Mr. J.S.H. 
Matson is also very busy developing his ranch. 
Mr. A, Munro, another of the new owners, is 
fencing his ranch, and Mr. Chancellor has .just 
put his ranch urulcr plow. This pan of East 
Saanich Road and School Cross Road has un­
dergone remarkable changes during the past year.
SOYKAITSAGO:
From the April 2,19.31, Issue of The Review.
Under a new column called 'T’d Like to Sec”, 
Review eduoi iuigh J. McIntyre wrote this 
opinion: "More homes on the Saanich Peninsula 
and Gulf Tslands. It is true there arc more homes
Chapel of Roses
YOUR COMMUNITY 
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Library reflects values Campaign will proceed
The following letter was sent to Sidney and 
North Saanich councils:
The Friends of the Library for Sidney and 
North Saanich congratulate Sidney and North 
Saanich councils on the great progress that they 
have made towards the provision of the much 
needed expanded library' facilities for our 
community.
In particular, those responsible for the 
development of the plans submitted by the ar­
chitects Marshall. Goldworthy and Associates are 
to be congratulated on their foresight in 
projecting a building which will be a definite 
asset, not only to the users, but also in reflecting 
the cultural and architectural standards designed 
by the community.
As demonstrated in many Vancouver Island 
centres such as Port Hardy and Qualicum Beach, 
a library is, along with the town hall and the court 
house, one of the three buildings which play a 
rnajor part in reflecting the values of the com­
munity.
The Friends of the Library had some misgivings 
when the local press referred to some suggestion 
of a utility structure for our library. We strongly 
trust, however, that councils will continue to 
pursue a building which is worthy of Sidney and 
North Saanich and which will be a source of pride 
to the community. In this, %ve wish to assure you 
the full support of the many membei-s of the 
Friends of the Library.
Mary Winspear, 
public relations chair^man 
Friends'of the
Audeulity
In reference to your article about the cabbages 
in last W'edriesdays Review:
Is it not ironic that in a world where two-thirds 
of the people are starving, we, in this most 
favoured and beautiful country have the audacity 
to plough food into the ground? Surely something 
is terribly wrong when such a state of affairs 
exists?
As a suggestion — why not a farmers market? 
Where we can all buy fresh local produce, and 
then the stores w’ill have to discontinue importing 
because no one would buy it!
Eleanor J. Cringan 
6311 Rodolph Road.
The Sidney and North Saanich unit of the 
Canadian Cancer Society debated whether to 
conduct its annual .April compaign for funds. 
Although Terry Fox’s Marathon of Hope was 
such a remarkable success, his fund is restricted to 
new programs of research — to encourage young 
scientists to do new projects with new equipment. 
Because the need still exists for service to cancer 
patients, education in cancer prevention, and 
support of ongoing research, we have decided to 
proceed with the campaign, commencing April 6.
So, with the belief that “Cancer Can Be 
Beaten” we are asking our neighbors for their 
usual generous support. We appreciate every 
contribution very much.
Julienne L’Hirondelle 
president. Sidney-North Saanich unit.
God bless^ au revoir
Having been born near Dublin, but in County 
Kildare when the Flag over all of Ireland w'as the 
• Union Jack, that puts me in the minority. That is 
fine with me, I thrive on opposition!
r was educated, and grew up in Ireland and 
came to Canada over 50 years ago, when I was a 
young man. I lived in or near Montreal until 1940, 
when I joined the Canadian army and sub­
sequently sent to five countries in Europe. Since 
then 1 have lived in S. W. Alberta, cattle ranching 
— some considerable time ago I and my wife 
came to Vancouver Island, where we liye happily.
Now and for a number of years Canada has 
been, or 1-should say the Canadian government 
h^ been progressing backwards. Could one spell 
Canada, ‘ Adanac’? It seems an eminently suitable 
spelling of Canada at this time. I am not trying to 
be funny, I am very serious.
It matters not whether I am Liberal, or Con­
servative. I am merely almost violently anti- 
Trudeau. For an extremely long time Canadians 
have had d constitution which has worked very 
well. The present government is almost violently 
trying to have it changed (Although it was written 
by Canadians in the first place).
One has to pre.sume that the fact that we are 
suffering from run away inflation, a sequence of 
strikes and unemployment and other massive 
problems is a matter of indifference to our 
government. I feel like writing “How are the 
mighty fallen”, because in many senses we 
Canadians as a nation are mighty:with our size of 
territory and our natural resources, even though 
Continued on Page 5
book chat
By MARY KIERANS
On an early September day in British suburbia, 
the husband dashes back into the house soon after 
he has left for work. Instantly he is off again, 
saying, “I'm sorry" and “I love you”. Thus 
begins Molly’s ordeal, Very soon she will learn 
from a youthful British intelligence agent and an 
amiably .scruffy older one that her husband is 
known to have been a Russian spy,
In The SpyLs Wife by Reginald Hill, disbelief, 
followed by “what will everyone think?” is 
followed in turn by Molly's first effort in years to 
be a person on her own. It does not help that her 
\'orkshire parents arc undergoing a travail ol 
their own (her mother is discovered to have
cancer).
Hill concentrates not on the detailed unfolding 
of an intricate web of e.spionage. but on a 
completely credible series of characterizations of 
people caught up in this web: “the spy's wife”: 
her lover of years before whom she left, and who, 
now his own marriage is noundering, wants her 
back; her parents; the husband who gets in touch 
with her from behind the Iron Curtain; and his 
ultimate nemesis, a man who is going to mean 
much more in Molly's life than she ever dreamed 
the first time he turns up on her doorstep.
Reginald Hill is the author of several excellent 
Britishmysteries, In The Spy’s Wife, he has 
jumped the boundaries into quality fiction in high 
style.
being built all the time. What I would like to see is 
a greater number.
The thought often occurs to me that some 
efforts should be made to reach retiring 
Canadians in the East that are now going to the 
.south of us. Ju.si how to get in touch with 
Canadians that arc about to retire and figure on 
making their homes in an agreeable climate, is 
rather difficult to figure out, but surely there is a 
way.”
40YEAR.SAGO!
From Ihc April 2,1941, Issue of The Review.
Sidney's business section continues to be ihe 
scene of activity and changes. The late.st is the 
change in location of the Gift Shoppe (Miss Rosa 
Matthews) from 3rd Street and Sidney .Avenue to 
the large new premises on Beacon, just east of 
3rd. Meanwhile, Mr, Stan VVatling, formerly of 
the siufl oi tlic Sidney tu.vh and Carry, lias 
opened a new grocery store in the premises 
vacated by the Gift Shoppe, This will be known as 
Sian's Grorerv
And ns stated in an earlier i.ssuc. the Sidney 
Cash and Carry' has been taken over by Mr. and 
Mrs. W.W. Gardner.
30 YEARS \GOi
From the April 4, IQ.*?!, Issue of The Review, 
Home of Sandy Jonc.s, Patricia Bay, was c.x- 
tensivcly damaged by fire shortly after noon 
Wednesday, The family was not at home and the 
alarm was not turned in until the fire had gained a 
good hold. Sidney volunteer fire dept, attended 
the blaze and e.xtinguishcd it before the home was 
totally destroyed.
20 YEARS AGO;
From Ihe April 5,1961, Issue of The Review,
A Sidney man who for many years has grown 
his own tobacco here ha.s laid claim to a .second 
lioniculiural accomplishment. C. Chelcy. (ith 
Street, brought into The Review office this week a 
dafodll of gargantuan proportions. The bloom 
stood at the head of a stem three feel long.
10 YEARS AGO;
From Ihc March 31,1971, Issue of The Review,
The Hiul billboard,ou the Put Day nifcUv,.i>
went up this week on the East Saanich Indian 





Panorama Leisure Centre 
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1885 Forest Park Road 
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11:00 a.m. Family 
Worship 
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Rev. Iv.m Futter 
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IF WE HADN’T read it in our 
own back files we would have 
thought it was stretching coincidence 
too far. This week - 20 years ago - a 
Sidney man, C. Cheley of 8th Street, 
visited our office, bringing with him 
a daffodil measuring three feet high. 
(See looking back, page 4 this issue) 
Cheley was pretty proud of his flower 
but what would he have said to the 
woman who presented us Friday with 
a 46-inch long daffy? This time we 
managed to get staffer Val Kent to 
pose with the monster. Is this a 
record?
TALKING OF OLDTIMERS. 
“Bun” Warren is a lively, 70-year- 
old Irishman, a frequent contributor 
to our letters-to-the-editor columns 
and a regular visitor to the office. 
Bun’s off this month with wife, Ann 
emigrating to New Zealand. The 
couple are leaving Sidney April 22 to 
join their daughter, Penelope, and 
son-in-law, Alexander, on their 
shcepslation, where oranges and 
lemons grow right there in the 
garden. Bon Voyage.
IT WAS A BEAUTIFUL DAY on 
March 26, says May Utting. So 
beautiful she had to write and tell us 
about it. May was on one of her 
regular visits to the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital — she played the 
piano while the old folks sang or 
whistled songs led by Johnnie Ogden, 
who’s only 101 years young. Douglas 
Ashby was looking after the men, 
Hcrma Coutts made tea and coffee 
— it was a lovely, sunny spring day 
and the hospital looked so pretty 
with the red tablecloths and small, 
spring flowers.
Then the Hooles came in with two 
lambs, one black, one white and 
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Review staffer Val Kent with 46-inch daffodil.
!
Everybody had a ball at North 
Saanich school spring fair last 
Thursday — from the youngster 
who braves the bucking bronco to 
tot who tries her hand at golf.
11
more letters
Conliniicd from Page 4
our population is si ill small. When I came to 
Cana'lrt in l‘)2R the population was nine million, 
so it seems we have made some progress, or is that 
the accurate word?
I'll finish by saying that it has been a privilege 
to have my letters accepted and published by this 
long suffering editor.
Before Anne (my wife) and 1 take off to live
near our family in New Zealand, I feel that I want 
to refer to rny Uiyaltie.'., or loves whicli arc to 
Cic.il, the Holy P.ihk, my wife ant! family, Ircliuul 
(all of it), the British Crown and my very tunny 
friends here and elsewhere, 1 don’t know in which 
order these special features should be listed, God 
Bless, so long, and nu revoir.
C;.R.I..‘Ilaii’Warren.
North Saanich
Eric Lewis with Johnny'
The unmistakeable charm 
of particularly good taste 
in ladies clothing and 
accessories
From
Sidney and Janies Bay Square 
656-3522 384-4932
Page 5:
says. The old folk who couldn’t see, !; 
felt tlic wooly creatures and heard ) 
them bleating. It was a happy day. • 
The best things in life arc free, May ; 
says. ;
HIS NAME IS Heathrow’s ; 
Clayhanger Bugle Boy but Eric Lewis ; 
just calls him Johnny. The owner of j 
the Waddling Dog Inn is bursting • 
with pride now that Johnny, his one- ■; 
year-old Bassett hound, has won the i; 
clog championship at a three-day \ 
show last weekend at Panorama ) 
Leisure Centre. ;
It was Johnny’s first show and he ) 
beat out all other breeds — a • 
unanimous decision by four judges. ;•
IT’S NO WONDER 100 Mile I 
House midget reps walked away with } 
the B.C. championship last week in \ 
Esquimau, with the likes of centre ; 
Albert Anthony and winger Stacey : 
Wakabayashi in the lineup. • 
Anthony, touted as a prime prospect 
for the Victoria Cougars junior club, ' 
scored his 100th goal of the year ' 
during those championships, and just 
could be NHL-bound. And yes, that 
was Cougars’ coach Jack Shupe 
watching some of the action.
Another reason for the 100 Mile 
House club’s phenomenal success 
last week could be their ice time. 
Manager Pete Nadin told Peninsula 
Eagles’ manager Jim Dowd his club 
is assured two games a week, each of 
which are I'A hours stop time with 
three, 20-minute periods — just like 
the pros.
As well, they have 114 hours 
evening practice time each week and 
unlimited practice time any morning 
between 7 a.m. and 9 p.m. By 
contrast, the Eagles arc allotted one 
game every second week of only one 
hour and 40 minutes. Oh yeah, local 
practice time consists of one 50- 
minute period every week.
KEEP YOUR EYE















COOKED MEAT 7og ... ..en.
GAINER'S 5 VARIETIES
























DUNCAN HINES 480 S10g 

















GREEN GIANT ORIENTAL 10 oz. 
Chinet* Veietible, Jji|ian«ti 
Vegetable or NiwaHan Vegitabti
Combination ,1,1
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BARBERSHOP
WILL BE CLOSED ON SATURDAYS 
AND OPEN WEDNESDAYS EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY g
NEVl HOURS 
Monday to Friday 







•GRANGE PLUGS »SET TIMING 
•CHANGE POINTS •SET DWELL 
•CHANGE CONDENSERS •SET CARB. 
•BATTERY TEST 
•ELECTRONIC SCOPE SET
Wb USB HBBvy Duty BIub WWttTWh'i-l^-rtS 
SUesK Ignition Parts
Annual Sanscha Hall collectables sale and show drew huge crowds over weekend. Officials report event raised some $2,500.
4cyi. 6 cyl. 3 cyl
*56 *68 *82
10% less on vehicles isith 
electronic ignition
CORNER OF- 2nd & BEVAN; — 656-2422
Full Service Standard StationTYGUR TOWN PUMP) ; .
P^piiCi.
;New 1BR; Apartments from: U:Sv $522 per month.^ ?
; Old 1 BR: Apartments from U.s; $24.50 per night;
Y These apts; are fully equipped, spacious and well managed. ; \
Beautiful new studios, U.S. $30 per night. Dble.
Deluxe 1 BR. on the ocean from U.S, $45 per night. Dble. 
Families - Super deluxe 1 BR. up to 4 people U.S. $75 per night. 
Pay 6 nights 7th. night free.
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nment got its wires 
crossed in its recent 
request that North 
Saanich allow the Union 
Bay Indian Reserve at 
Pat Bay to hook into the 
municipal sewer system
TO TIP
OF THE WEEK ,
Q. Taxpayers, whose! 
dependants live outside 
of Canada often ask if 
they need to use a special 
form when ; claiming an 
exemption.
A. Yes, they do. The form 
required is a TIE-NR. 
Taxpayers should till in 
this form completely, and 
I attach it with all receipts 
toTheir tax returns.
the dependant is over 
21 and infirm, the tax­
payer should also include 
a inedical certificate with 
a certified translation into 
English or French if the 
document is in another 
I language. It the depen­
dant is over 21 and atten­
ding school, a letter from 
the school is required 
verifying attendance. It is 
also advisable to attach a 
notarized statement from 
the dependant listing 
age, relationship, support 
received from other 
sources and amount of in­
come received.
Marina Court 
9843 ■ 21x1 Streot 
656-2411
MweiCSeg
THU INCOME TAX 6PECIALISTB
~ because North 
Saanich doesn’t have a 
sewer system.
“We don’t have a 
sewer system down there 
and don’t expect to have 
for many years,’’ said 
Mayor Eric Sherwood.
He was responding to 
a letter from J.M. Yoiig 
of federal Indian and 
Northern Affairs in 
which Yong said 
wastewater facilities on 
the Union Bay reserve 
have been .deficient. He 
said the* systems are all 
individual’ units
dependent on ground 
absorption, but due to 
the nature of the soil and 
drainage problems most 
of the systems barely 
work and several are 
malfunctioning.
“At times sewage 
surfaces and runs 
overland into drainage 
ditches.”
Yong said alternatives 
include discharging raw 
waste into other systems 
on the peninsula — like 





Washers, Dryers, Fridges 
Dishwashers, Ranges
Tues. - Fri. 9 - 5, Saturday 10-4
2449B Beacon f*cc oqiq
(bohind Suntlme Yachts) OuU'OOlu
Manning Press •n 656-0171
Now Open in Sidney Driftwood Centre 
2383 Beacon
The Sew & Sew 
Quilt & Baby Boutique
Specializing in •Maternity Clothes
•Quilted Jackets (ah sizes) 
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Another alternative is 
to pump the sewage into 
a sewage truck main 
being contemplated 
along West Saanich 
Road in the near future, 
he said.
But council said no 





A 21-year-old Sidney 
man was given a 
suspended sentence last 
week in Victoria county 
court for wielding a bat 
during an argument 
between the occupants 
of two vehicles last 
summer.
Jacob Johanna Van 
Dyk, 10366 Patricia 
Place, pleaded guilty 
before Judge Ross 
Lander to possession of 
a weapon dangerous to 
the public peace.
Crown counsel Don 
Laughton told the court 
the incident occurred 
June 4 at Douglas and 
Humboldt when the 
occupants of two 
veliicles became involved 
in a shouting matcli.
Van Dyk, a pa.ssenger 
in one of tlie cars, got 
out and brandi.slicd a 
small bat normally used 
to kill fish. After a brief 
discussion, Van l,)yk 
struck the victim with a 
hand, not the wooden 
hat, Laugliton said.
Van Dyk, wlto ap­
peared without legal 
counsel. tipologi/cd 
outside the conn room to 
tlie victim before tlie 
case was called Friday, 
l.aiighion pointed out,
Van Dyk said the 
problem siaricd because 
of, loud profanity. He 
was also placed on six 
mom Its probation.
982.5 • 3rd Street,
P.O, Box .IftdH Sidney, 
Ihilisli ColuiiiLi,!
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
NOTICE
Council will be appointing two mombers to North Saanich Heritage 
Committee. Should any resident ot the District bo Interested in serving 




Prairie Inn softball club’s request for a three- 
day liquor permit to hold a beer garden at San- 
.scha Park, April 17, 18 and 19 has been stalled 
again — this time in Sidney council’s committee 
of the whole.
Committee Monday tabled the request pending 
information about where funds raised from the 
beer garden will go. ■
Town clerk Geoff Logan told committee there 
are only six days in which a licence can be issued
indicated'they would like atleast four of those 
days.;.';
would each like'one day to hold a beer garden, 
while the men’s softball association has requested, 
two days in July, Logan said.
Aid. Ross Martin said he was under the im­
pression the Prairie 'Inn organization was 
sponsored by the men’s softball group.
“If it’s just the Prairie Inn team, why should 
they have the right to raise funds this way ex­
clusive of other teams in the league?” he asked.
Martin .said he thought the men’s softball 
association was organizing the tournament and 
Prairie Inn was just the name of the event.
Mayors to protest 
Hydro’s gas pipeline
North Saanich Mayor 
Eric Sherwood could be 
one of several B.C. 
mayors meeting with 
Premier Bill Bennett to 
protest the recent 
government decision to 
back B.C. Hydro’s 
proposed natural gas 
pipeline to Varieouver 
Island.,
Sherwood told a 
recent council meeting 
he accepted Powell River 
Mayor D.G, Simpson’,s 
request to accompany 
liim to the Bennett 
meeting. No date for the 
meeting has been set.
North Saanich earlier 
.supported a proposal 
iliai the \Vest coast 
Transmission route 
tltrough Powell River 
was the preferred route.
Simpson argued tltat
if the pipeline is built 
through the southern 
(Flydro) route, Powell 
River and the Sunshine 
Coast will not receive 
natural gas "any time 
within ilic forsecablc 
future.”
Flc said 50,000 people 
will be without nn 
alternative source of 
energy. He added ihc 
unit delivery cost to 
users on both Ihe 
mainland and Van­
couver Island would be 
less if served by the 
northern route becaii.se 
of tlic millions of dollars 
which would be 
generated by the I'cr- 
lilizcr plant Wcsicoast 
Transmission lias 
promised for Powell 




BakifiE has boen our business 
since 1903
DELICIOUS BAKED GOODS 
"FRESH DAILY"
2507 Beacon PHONil656-1012
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Parkland 
Parade
On Friday a group of senior students ac­
companied by two teachers Greg Bunyan and 
Jim Black, visited the B.C. Institute of 
Technology and the Pacific Vocational Institute, 
both in Burnaby. A week earlier another group 
visited the Interurban Road Campus of Camosun 
College. In each case students became more 
familiar with some of the many opportunities 
available to them after secondary school.
For the last two Fridays at noon hour the 
sporting world has been dazzled by the brilliance 
of the staff soccer team as it scored two narrow 
but convincing victories over the girls and junior 
boys teams respectively.
•Parkland was the scene March 27 of a 
miniature Parliamentary debate on the con­
stitutional crisis being enacted at this time in 
Ottawa, in the House of Commons. The three 
major parties were ably represented by Dr. Gerry 
Kristiansen for the Liberal party. Bob Cameron 
for the NDP and Jim Robertson for Progressive 
Conservatives. Two of the three speakers 
represented their parties in the last federal 
election. Jim Robertson, a Sidney lawyer, sub­
stituted for Donald Munro, the MP for 
Esquimalt-Saanich.
The speakers presented the philosophy of their 
parties and debated the various differences. This 
was followed by a 15-minute question period 
from the student audience. The majority of the 
questions were addressed to the Liberal and 
Conservative representatives. Parkland students 
attending the Debate were joined by youngsters 
from Steilys and Claremont who are studying the 
government of Canada. All students agreed the 
debate was a rewarding, educational experience 
for them.
•Last week two student rock groups treated an 
audience that packed the multi-purpose room to a 
noon hour concert. Both groups presented their 
own music and were well received.
The group “Battle Axe” comprised of grade 11 
students. Chris Allen — drummer and voacalist, 
Trevor Mills —- bass guitar. Dennis Robertson 
and Gary Kamikawaji — also guitarists, were 
making their first appearance.
The second group Brian Sane, formed last 
September by drummer Mike Bryant, was making 
its second appearance before students and 
were enthusiastically received. Other members of 
the group are Don Kline ^ guitar and vocals, and 
guitarists Mark Beaven and Cam Auchterlonie.
•On Sunday Parkland held its second car rally 
of the year. Entrance fee was $3 and a large, 
enthusiastic group turned out. The 33 vehicles 
showed up almost simultaneously at 10 a.m. and 
after an hour of organizing the rally was un­
derway.- ^
The length of the course was undetermined in 
miles but in time the rally was set out to take only 
two hours. This turned out to be only half true as 
the misleading directions stretched the time to 
four hours. The “Sunday Cruise” tested peoples’ 
ability to differentiate cross-roads from cul-de- 
sacs and 90 degree corners from check-points but 
not all participants were able to untangle 
themselves to find that certain concealed check­
point.
Above all the confusion, shouting and 
laughter, overall winners were Jill Mooney with 
navigator Sandy Black. Those two won a Keg gift 
pack which contains two Spanish coffee mugs, 
and a $25 gift certificate.
Interesting tea party!
Time for fitness 
is time on Your Side.
FENCING LTD.
All kinds of fencing — 
residential, commercial, 
farm.
“Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"




617 CHATHAM ST. 
VICTORIA. B.C. VBT 1E2 
PHONE 385-5500
Parkland student Andreas Weichert introduces [left to right] Conser\>ative Jim 
Robertson, Liberal Gerry Kristianson and ISew Democrat Bob Cameron at 
opening of mini-parliamentary debate on constitution at Sidney school.
COMMUHin COUNSELLING CENTRE (fo».H,sPc.,
Presents the first in a series of six spring seminars dealing with 
relationship issues within the community
PERCEPTIONS, FEELINGS, lUDGERflENTS
Thursday, April 2, 1981, 7:30 pm at the Centre, 9813 Sth St.
This series is phase one of a three part program designed to acquaint communi­
ty people with the work ol C.C.C. Gloria Deming, Coordinator of the Centre, will 
lead the first seminar. The fee is $5.00 per session. Enrollment is limited to 14. 
Contact Linda Brewin at the Centre. 656-1247.
C.C.C. SECOND SPRING SEMINAR
Exploring Community through Art 
Lead by Lea Mabberly, Courtenay Art Therapist
Thursday, April 9, 1981, 7:30 p.m. 
at the Centre - 9813 Sth St.
The March meeting of 
Sidney Rotary Anns was 
hcid at the home of Mrs. 
Marion Watling with 14 
members pr'e.sent. After 
business, refrc.shments 
were served by the
hostess, and a raffle was 
won by Mrs. Sue 
Ingram.
Anns meet next April 
9 at the home of Mrs. 
Trace Cole. Scheduled; a 
Mad Hatter’s Tea Party.
Saanich school board 
March 23 agreed to a 
new budget format 
similar to the zero based 
system. Trustee John 
Betts, who proposed the 
new system, said budget 
items will compete with 
each other on a cost 
versus value basis.
Betts said the new 
system won’t be a strict 
zero based system 
because some 80 to 90 
per cent of the present 
school budget will 
represent the “zero 
base” and trustees will 
start examining items 
from that point.
Under a true zero
Married 
60 years
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 
h. Aiers recently 
celebrated their 60th 
wedding anniversary, a 
very quiet and happy 
occasion. They were 
married in Holy Trinity 
Cathedral, Shanghai, 
China, on Feb. 26, 1921, 
and have lived in Sidney 
for 33 years. The couple 
wi,shes to say “thank 
you to the many dear 
friends who have, at all 
times, surrounded us 
wilh warm and af­
fectionate support.”
based system, trustees 
would examine each 
item from the first dollar 
spent.
Betts said the new 
system will require 
justification ' for all 
requests. He said the 
difficulty with the 
present budget format is 
trustees can’t see the 
effects of budget 
restrictions.
He added all budget 
requests will be fully and 
formally documented. It 
makes evaluation of any 
new programs and
existing programs 
necessary at all levels, he 
told the board.
Betts said the 
disadvantage of the new 
system is .“sometimes 
people assume there is 
no threat involved,” 
because of the word 
“zero”. But he assured 
trustees there is no 
threat.
Trustee Pat Murphy 
said he liked the idea, 
and Betts told him 
Victoria school board 
and a number of others 
are already using it.
■ suppmrr:,
BY POPULAR DEMAND 




advanced to division 7A 
soccer finals Saturday 
wilh a hard-fought, 
come-from-behind win 
over Juan de Fuca 
Denny’s Automotive.
Ouihustled in ihe 
opening half, the 
Kickers showed spirited 
determination after 
falling behind 1-0 early. 
Playing a shorthanded 
(10 players) Juan de 
Fuca club and assisted 
by a brisk following 
wind, the Kickers 
reacted to the strong 
offensive play of Todd 
Jakubowski and Jason 
Bonneau to dominate 








Served with a Rich 
Redwine Sauce & 
Truffles
Potato of the Day 
Fresh Vegetable
Pear Belie Helene









11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 




"Stay with US —
30 Beautifully Appointed Tudor Rooms"
2476 nt Newton X Road 656-1146
On Patricia Bay Highway, 5 Miles from Ferry











Before we close for the summer
— THIS WEEK OMLY 
HOURLY DOOR PRIZES 10 am till 2 pm 
Prize Values approx. $5 oa.
(New winner drawn every hour)





NEW LICENCES AVAILABLE Hm
(Dockside Coffee Shop)
BRENTWOOD BAY BOAT RENTALS





4 week Table Wine
(Red & White) Produces 
25 Litre
Also - Cnlifornlf'i Grapo 
Conconlrates:
Chonin Blanc, Muscat, B-arbora, 
Boaujolais, Pr. Chablis,
For your Boor: Lagor & Alo Yeasts, 
Hops, Malt, Corn Sugor, Cappars, otc.
P.S. • The Easter Bunny 
says to get your 
solid Carob Bunnies 
& Carob Caster Eggs 
from Sunflower
TRAFALGAR SQUARE SHOPPING CENTRE 
BItENTWOOiliBAY 652-1211








9773 ■ FIFTH STREET, SIDNEY 656-5541
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SiPNEY I^EAT liARICET
I 9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535 |
§ ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED. GRAIN FED. GUARANTEED. CANADA "A" |
ISiHEBACDIi.................................JL391
1 VEAL STEAKEHES i(|o
P Stz.............................................ea.'TM
PORK SAUSAGE $179 j




APRIL IS Anniversary i^onth
atAL’S
Roper users across Canada are riding high with 
these smooth & easy lawn tractors.
! TRACTOR SPECIALS
g-HP Riding Lawn Tractor
Reg. $1595 $1
NOW
11 HP Riding Lawn Tractor
Reg. $1995 $1 ^^||00
NOW
AL’S We’re open 7 days a week.
SUPER LAWN MOWER
Sales — Service — Rentals
5481 Hamsterly Rd. JLVrll 658-8882
Design panel 
over-zealous?
Kipot Construction of Sidney objects to the 
town’s design panel. He’s going to construct a 
duplex and objects to having to go through design 
panel procedures. It’s unreasonable, adds more 
costs and takes away the freedom of individual 
color choice schemes and preference of trim, he 
complains.
In a recent letter to Sidney council Kipot said 
most municipalities were tryint to streamline their 
procedures but “Sidney council is going the 
opposite way.”
He urged council to consider removing 
duplexes from “one more bureaucratic 
procedure” and relieve staff of extra work before 
“this snowballs into more and more paper 
shuffling”.
Aid. Ross Martin was on the side of the design 
panelists. Considering excellent work done by the 
design panel, if we’re going to err on the side of 
control or the lack of it I would lather err on the 
part of guidance, Martin said.
Duplexes have greater impact in a neigh­
borhood than single family residences, therefore 
poorly designed duplexes were more significant, 
Martin said. “If you look around at some 
duplexes constructed in the ‘70s you’ll see what 1 
mean,” he told council.
Kipot was not being fair when he said the 
design panel should not comment on color or 
materials — the process doesn’t delay the builder, 
Martin said. He moved a letter be sent Kipot 
saying council supported the bylaw as it exists.
But Mayor Norma Sealey had another point of 
view. She thinks the design panel may have been 
over-zealous and carried away from its original 
intent, which she said, was to improve or provide 
guidance for design.
Asking for color samples was not a relevant 
factor for the panel, the mayor said, adding the 
design panel should limit itself and not step 
beyond its intent.
Council approved a motion that the 
correspondence be referred to the design panel. •
Disaster hit well-known elderly couple, Mr, and Mrs. William Gregory, 9383 
Bitteroot Place, Summergate Village, when smoke damage from a fire in the 
couple's bedroom ‘'totalled" their double-wide mobile home Wednesday. Sidney 
RCMP say the fire is believed to have started with an electric heater in the 
bedroom. The mobile home was insured.
Lively scene set Saturday
Marina Court on 2nd Avenue will be jumping 
Saturday afternoon as the Cowhand Cattle 
Company — musicians from Brentwood, Sidney
and Victoria — play country and rock music noon 
to 3 p.m. on the street outside Kev’s Boogie 
Sound Centre.
. The Sidney serenade is to celebrate the store’s 
move to another location — next door to its 
present one. “We’ll have more room — and we 
need the space,” says owner Kev Redden.
PART OF





As a public service. McCbII 
Bros, provide this booklet. 
For your copy, simply mail 
the attached coupon to 
McCall’s. It you have any 
questions about Its con- ; 
tents, please te«r tree to 
contact McCall's by phone










THE DISTRICT OF CENTRAL SAANICH
Rubbish will be picked up during the week of April 6 - 10 as shown below.
Rubbish must be placed at the end of your driveway adjacent to the road by 8 A.M. of your 
collection day. No household garbage will be picked up by Municipal Crews.
Friday, April 10
"mt. nhwtoh cross road ,
Thursday, April 9
STISUY'S —4
The hew store has a special sound room in the 
back for young musicians who need a place to 
practice and there’s another room for some 30 
student’s who take a variety of music lessons at 
Kev’s Boogie.
Kev teaches base guitar, other music teachers 
come in and instruct piano, drums, guitar, 
clarinet and saxaphone.
Key says there may be a surprise guest — a 
soloist guitar player — and “maybe some local 
musicians would like to sit in,” he says.
TROUBLED BY HIGH 
PRICES?
" STAY AND SAVE AT '
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL













*Requirecl by B.C. Hydro to act as site represenlatives o(Vassigned construction' 
projects. Experience ,InTield inspection ol civil construction work and surveying Is 
essential, 
include;
—administering civil v/ork contracts on electrical station Installation, commercial or
Industrial buildings and underground electrical transmission 
—coordinating contractors and Hydro departments 
—conducting and evaluating concrete and soil tests 
—ensuring contractors adhere to Hydro specilieations and drawings 
The succosstui candidates will have training In civil/structural onglnooring and 
lour years experience in industrial building construction,
Starting Salary: $2285 per month. Period of employment: up to one yew 
Interested applicants should submit a rrisume quoting 




555 y/cs1 llastinss Street, .
Vancouver, B.C. ^ ^
VBB 4T6 G-i. It J| ^
• Mo'.tiv with lull kitclu'ns 
.It nocxir.! cost
• I'rci; parking
• Rf'.on.ililc wfi'klv monthly 
jx hnulv r.iu's
For brochure iiiul rf'.ftt’.ilit'iis K'nlrr
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL




0, I am a contractor and 
do contract work lor 
numerous lirms, I noticed 
none ol the firms aro tak­
ing oil Canada Pension 
Plan contributions, 
bo obliged to pay the 
whole 3,6 percent rather 
than my employer paying 
1,8 percent and my pay­
ing the other t.aporcont, 
A. You are required to 
calculate your CPP coiv 
tributions at 3,0 parconf 
on your not business in- 
como (maximum con­
tributory earnings 
($13,100), loss the basic 
CPP exemption ol 
$1,300, This is based on 
the assumption that you 
are sell-employed and not 
an employee o( the tirnk 
you do coritract work for, 
Hirina Court 
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J udy eyes Olympics
By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
Nine years ago Judy Tyler was a speed skater 
who took to cycling Sunday mornings just to keep 
in shape during the off season.
Now she’s one of the top cyclists in Canada and 
a good bet to be with the Canadian national team 
at the 1984 Los Angeles summer Olympics.
How did she make the jump from weekend 
cyclist to international competitor? It wasn’t 
easy. At one point she even dropped cycling 
altogether.
But Tyler’s back and cycling even better than 
before at the national cycling team’s spring 
training camp at Shawnigan Lake. The camp 
opened March 19 and continues through April 9.
It’s the second year the national team has 
trained at Shawnigan Lake and it’s especially 
convenient for Tyler because she can visit her 
parents here in Sidney — Mr. and Mrs. Walter 
Dietiker, 10181 Wildflower Place. The Dietikers 
moved here from Ottawa — where Tyler, 25, was 
raised and now lives.
Tyler explains there are 35 cyclists on the 
national squad-seniors, juniors and women. She 
says Shawnigan Lake was chosen over other 
warm weather spots like Florida and North 
Carolina and is the first real outdoor training the 
team has had since the season ended last Sep­
tember.
The idea is to get as many miles in on the road 
as possible, she says. That means three weeks of 
“eating, sleeping and training.’’
The cyclists start off fairly easy — just two 
hours riding in the morning followed by another 
two-hour stint in the afternoon.
They build on that until they’re riding 145 to 
160 km a day at 30 to 40 kmh. That kind of tough 
training is necessary to build stamina and en-
Judy Tyler
durance, Tyler says.
And cyclists will treasury that training when 
they hit the last leg of a 56 to 80 km road race, or 
the final section of the 3,000 metre pursuit.
Tyler first started cycling Sundays just to keep 
fit for her speed skating program. She found 
dryland running “rather boring”, and cycling 
“exciting and refreshing.”
She began taking the sport seriously about 1972 
— when she was 16 — because she found a 
similarity between cycling and speed skating.
She competed for three years, then decided to 
quit, and never picked the sport up again until 
1979.
“It was just a bit of a rest,” she explains. Now 
she’s enjoying it more and doing better. And she’s 
aiming for the 1984 Olympics. “1 would like to go 
onto 1984 and the Olympics in Los Angeles. 
That’s what I’m looking for.”
And she has a good chance.^^She’s one of six
women carded in Canada — which means if the 
Olympics were right now she’d be on the next 
flight to Los Angeles.
But the Olympics are still three years off and 
Tyler, along with the rest of the cycling team, is in 
the first year of a four-year training program 
scheduled to peak in 1984 in Los Angeles.
The team will compete in July at the world 
championships in Leipzig, East Germany, and the 
men’s and women’s teams will ride in 
Czechoslavkia near the end of August and the 
beginning of September.
Then there’s the 1982 Commonwealth Games 
in Brisbane, Australia followed by the Pan 
American Games in 1983 - all leading to the 
Olympics the year after. And for the women, it 
will be their first time competing at the Olympics.
It all sounds glorious, but there is a toll on team 
members’ lives. There is devotion and hard, work 
for three years — and Tyler knows it.
Still, she’s perfectly willing to take that one. 
“People who go to parties and out at night don’t 
experience the national team,” she says.
Tyler says she rides both road and track races, 
but enjoys the track more. In a road race there are 
so many variables like a blown tire and crashes, 
she explains. “Things can happen to you so that 
you’re not there at the end of the race, no matter 
how fit you are.”
Besides, it just might be her speed skating past 
coming to the fore. “1 can relate to that (track 
racing) partly because of my speed skating.”
Speed skating just might be her ne.\t project. 
She is seriously thinking of competing again. “1 
still enjoy skating. 1 suppose once you’ve got that 
competitive instinct in you, it’s difficult not to do 
it.”






Ileywood rolled a 862 
triple and 369 single ibis 
week lo top all other 
league bowlers. Barry 
Millwater and Ron 
Doran fired 730/276 and 
707/275, respectively in 
other Tuesday Com­
mercial action.
Bud Nunn led the way 
in Credit Union league 
with a 704/284 , while 
Colleen Riddell had 
652/253, Lyall Riddell 
rolled 791/294 in 
Wedtiesday Legion 
action, followed by 
Colleen Riddell at 
661/257.
Thursday Commercial 
play saw C. Croteau 
with a 764/289, while 
Ladies league was led by 
E, lirachett with 
652/232and B. Roy with 
652/24.').
In Golden Agers’ 
play. Gits Dumont beat 
everyone with 674/244, 





★ 1 Sports (Suit Type) Jacket
★ 1 Pair Pants or Siacks
★ 1 Light Weight Sweater 









Craig Treleaven and 
Carolyn Ager were top 
winners at the annual 
Miracle Lanes Youth 
Bowling Council awards 
ceremonies Saturday.
Treleaven ’ captured 
the Bell Trophy for the 
most improi/ed bowler. 
The trophy is new this 
year — donated by Rick 
Bell — and goes to a pee 
wee bowler.
’Ager took the 
sportsmanship award 
donated last year by 
Alan Oliphant and 
awarded to a bantam 
bowler who > shows 
excellent sportsmanship.
Most improved 
bowlers this year in­
cluded Marie 'Wallace 
and Ken Neal in the 
seniors division; Julie 
Mathews and Mike 
Devereux in juniors, 
Carolyn Ager and Troy 
Junge in bantams; and 
Anita Budd and Craig 
Treleaven in pee wees. 
Those bowlers showed 
the greatest increase in 
their bowling average 




Beat , your average 
badges went to: Mike 
Pearson, Chris Rangel, 
Terry Dean, Randy 
Mathews, Julie 
Mathews, Kelly Bull, 
Lisa Underwood, Greg 
Turnbull, Eric 
Luscombe, Julianna 
Rangel, Carolyn Ager, 
Atlriannc Wegelin, 
Craig Treleaven, Tunis 













awards for candy sales 
went to Tanis Pettett 
who sold 100 boxes, and 
April Nunn who sold 60 
boxes.
Following won small 
pins; Debbie Hacker, 
Ken Neal, David Lowen, 








Courser, Ian Luscombe, 
Heidi Junge and Leah 
Underwood.
Perfect allondonce badges • 
for bowlers having missed no 
more than one week of bowling 
in the 24 scheduled weeks;
Seniors; Mario Wallace. 
Debbie Hacker, Ken Neal, David 
Lowen,
Juniors; April Nunn, Mike 
Devereux, Scott Millard, David 
Brummitt, Vance Mobey, Julio 
Mathews, Randy Mplhows, Chris 
Rangel.
Bontams; Carolyn Ager, Austin 
Wegelin, Kevin Roberts, Eric 
Luscombe, Do’nna Courser,
Poo Woos; Anita Budd, Scott 
Poorson, Showpo McDowell, 
David Osguthorpe, Eonno Nunn, 
Brandy Courser, Ion Luscombe, 
Tim Bowloy, Adrionne Wegelin, 
Playoff champs;
Seniors; Team A — Andrew 
Dean, Mike Poorson, Krisll 
Rosko, . Mario Wallace; |unlors; 
Tigers -- April Nunn, Lisa 
Underwood, Mike Devereux, 
Jeni-Lynn Rosko, Dovid Brum­
mitt; bantams; Chipmunks — 
Carolyn Ager, Austin Wegelin, 
Julianna Rongol, Troy Junge, 
Kevin Roberts; pee woes; Boors 
Brundy Courser, Ion 
Luscombe. Hold! Junge, Debbie 
Brown.









will be featuring our styles 
at their annual tea
April 4, 24 p.m.
Brentwood United Church 
7162 West Saanich Rd.
Fall stock still reduced 
at leiy than 1/2 price
at;
Alice’s Fashions
Corner of Wallace & West Saanich Rd.
(at the Stop Lights) V 




Now you can get the 
power to make financial 
transactions 24 hours a day, 
every day including holidays, 
and you don't have to wait in line.
You can do your money transactions day or night. . . 
whenever it's convenient for you!
• withdraw cash • transfer between accounts
* make deposits © make account balance
® make loan payments inquiries '
Gome in today and get 24 hour teller power.
Sidney's only 24 hour Automated Teller
2297 Beacon Avenue, 656-1116








Oiir hostcsrrwill biinfi (jll'J and 





Los Angeles to 
Ensenada, Mexico












APRIL 3rd, 4th, 5th, 1981
i
Order Now • Send by Wire for your Out-of-Yown
Easter GreetiiiKs
Order early:




NOW is the lime lo buy your 
Flower & Vegetable Seeds
WI MRRV 8T0HIS!
Cabbage A Cauliilower &








5 pm -11 pm 10 am • 10 pm 10 am - 5 pm 
JmL PANORAMA LEISURE CENTER
1885 Forest Park Drive 
Sidney, B.C.
6587271
akn tho airport lurn-off (McTavish Rd,) lo East 
Saanich Rd,, turn left to Forest Park Drive)
Admisfion $4. per perton
CliiiflKir) unnw U «am(ll»(l Im*
«/;r.Bm|Mn«(l by «n Jdulf '
Motorama fli Is co-,sponsored by Peninsula Recreation, Iho Fifty 5,6,7 Club 
Vanocuver lsl.ind and the Vapeouyer Island Slreol Rod AssoclalQii.
m
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peep C!Io^I£ let
<Open for Lunch & Dinner 
Tuesday to Sunday
(Closed for Lunch Tuesday)




Parkland girls soccer 
team enjoyed mixed 
success this week — 
winning one game but 
dropping another. The 
Panthers started off with 
a 2-0 shutout against 
Reynolds March 25, and 
could have run the score 




Poole scored on a good 
individual effort and 
Vicki Clarke connected 
on a beautiful cross 
from Shelley Clarks for 
all the scoring needed 
for the win.
The next day found 
the Panthers completely 
outclassed by a very 
skilful Mount Douglas 
squad. The lone 
Parkland goal came 
from Linda Martin. The 
match gave the team an 




Sidney senior men’s 
softball league will kick 
off the 1981 season with 
the Prairie Inn Ice­
breaker tournament 
April 17, 18 and 19 at 
Sanscha Park.
The tournament is fast 
becoming a season­
opening tradition and 
this year plans are for a 
12-team, round robin 
event with each team 
guaranteed a minimum 
five games.
Prairie Inn softball 
club will again host the 
tourney — which is 
restricted to recreational 
level clubs.
ROSEMARY FULLER has decided to take a 
vacation from softball after devoting the last 14 
or 15 summers to the game. The Victoria 
righthander, one of the world’s best, has plans for 
, camping and other holiday activity this year but 
says she will play again in 1982. . . considering 
the experience of those involved the television 
commentary during the world curling cham­
pionship was, well, a bit amazing. We kept being 
told things like “Switzerland has the No. 1 shot 
rock;’’ that, with the score 3-1 for Switzerland 
playing the fourth end, “if Canada can get a 
couple here they’ll be right back in the game’’ and 
“The faster he throws it the straighter it will go 
and the slower he throws it the more it will curl.” 
And there was also “The Americans will try (it) 
again. That’s all they can do in this 
situation.”. . . it followed, of course, that when 
Maury Wills was hired as manager of the Seattle 
Mariners there would be a banner reading 
“Where there’s a Wills there’s a way. “. . . one­
time Toronto Maple Leafs playing for other NHL 
teams have scored more than 350 goals this 
season. And that’s considerably more than the 
current Leafs have managed. . . there can’t be an 
organization in sports which has played more 
games that the Harlem Globetrotters. The latest 
available .statistic is that their record is 14,267 
victories and 331 defeats. . . among the good 
young hockey prospects are Rejean Shero and 
Bob Francis and, yes, the dads are indeed named 
Fred Shero and Emile Francis. . . remember the 
name Brian Bellows, a six-foot 190-pound 
rightwinger with Kitchener Rangers, he is rated as 
one of the top prospects in junior hockey. And 
he’s only 16. . . Houston Astros have assembled 
quite a pitching staff — and quite an expensive 
one, too, with the combined salary of its 10 
members more than that of the 45 players on the 
roster of the Oakland Raiders when they won the 
last Super Bowl game. . ..Alabama has a law 
which decrees that all football games played 
between Auburn University and the University of 
Alabama must be played in Birmingham . . . and 
in Kentucky, the most popular bumper-sticker 
reads “Kentucky pervert: someone who likes sex 
better than basketball.”
, Di * *
RED BERENSON certainly has the figures to 
help'him in winning recognition as NHL coach of 
the season. Since taking over St. Louis Blues last 
season they have managed a 70-34-24 log (as of 
last Sunday). They were 8-16-4 when Berenson 
moved in and lost the previous season with an 18- 
50-12 record. .-. oldsters who watched the 
provincial senior men’s (over 60) curling 
championship at Esquimalt last week didn’t know
how to feel about Johnny Cameron, whose third- 
rock shotmaking was such a big factor in still 
another victory for the Trail rink which includes 
Reg and Roy Stone. The slender Cameron left 
either hope or regret, and envy, with his long, on- 
balance delivery which looked as smooth as it did 
40 years ago, when he was only 31. . . Reggie 
Jackson voiced the attitude of far too many of 
sports’ over-paid performers when he said “The 
will to win is worthless if you don’t get paid for 
it.” the trouble is that paying for it doesn’t 
always bring it. . . Mike Schmidt, most valuable 
player in the world series last year, wouldn’t 
attend a Kansas City awards dinner at which he 
was to receive the award for being selected as 
player of the year in the National League unless 
he was paid $1,5(X) and expenses. And a St. Louis 
dinner was cancelled earlier in the year because 
only one player — George Brett — agreed to 
attend without receiving remuneration. . . ex­
penses, of course, can be great for the diamond 
heroes. There can be such items as the $35,(X)0 
Porsche Bert Blyleven bought for his wife after 
Cleveland Indians gave him a six-year contract 
worth $3.5 million. Blyleven, one of the strange 
breed which gets a charge out of personalized 
license plates, then added a final touch of 
ostentation with the plates on the gift reading 
Xmas Toy. . . Chicago White Sox have hopes of 
being a contender this year but they haven’t yet 
convinced pitcher Ken Kravec, who says his club 
is only three players away from being a good 
team, then adds they are the Father, the Son and 
the Holy Ghost. . .
NEW YORK YANKEES really have a sweetheart 
of a deal with the city. After spending $100 
million to modernize Yankee Stadium, New York 
rents it to the Yankees for $200,000 a year, which 
works out to only about $2,500 a game and is 
about one-eighth of what the Yankees are paying 
outfielder Dave Winfield. . . Oakland is so 
determined to keep the Raiders that the city has 
hired a lobbyist for $175,000 to work the 
Washington scene and do what he can to prevent 
the football club from moving to Los Angeles. . . 
the new stands aren’t yet finished and seven weeks 
remain before the start of Sandown’s 1981 
harness-racing meet but there has been a steady 
demand for box seats with more than 50 already 
sold. At $75 per (in five or seven-seat boxes) they 
are a bargain — about $1.07 per day for the 71 
days. . . Northlands Park has announced it will 
stage Western Canada’s richest horse race this 
year. It’s a $125,000 harness-racing event 
scheduled for Nov. 7, and with Edmonton 
weather being the way it is at that time of the 
year, the pacers could need skates or skis. . . it’s 
been reported that Capital City Turf Club is 
planning to stretch the 1981 thoroughbred meet at 
Sandown to 20 days. . . Gerry Minor, who 
sometimes takes the edge off his performance 
with a bad penalty, is certainly the most improved 
member of the Vancouver Canucks. He never 
quits trying. . . it looks as if it will be next season, 
at least, before Vancouver Canucks and many of 
their followers will begin to suspect that over the 
long haul Tiger Williams will be more of a 
liability than an asset. . . Spectacular Bid is 
thoroughbred racing’s record-holder with ear­
nings of more than $2.7 million but it may take 
only two victories to make that the second-best 
total. It is reported that Japan is planning a race 
offering $2 million to the' winner and that 
Australia may stage a race which would pay the 
winner $1 million. . . figures bear out the edge 
given, by performing at home. Montreal 
Canadians are the only active NHL club which 
can claim a better-than- .500 record away from 
home. And last year home clubs had a 588-314 
edge in the National Basketball Association, a 
131-93 margin in the National Football League 
and a 1,148-963 record in major-league 
baseball. . . just back from a Palm Springs 
holiday, John Yarker reports golf courses were so 
busy that there was a five-day wait for starting 
times. . . Oakland-pitcher Mike Norris was 
philosophical when the arbitrator ruled against 
him and he had to accept the club offer of 
$325,000 for the season instead of the $450,000 he 
had asked. “Oh, weU,” he said, “1 was either 
going to wake rich or richer.”
m&m
X: : 'iace Results ;;
Cancie Bay Sailing €iub V ,
Saturday "C” Series 6 Miles March 21 j O’Arcy Shoals 12 Miles Sunday, Mar. 22.
I 1 Will O’ the Wist 6 Watermellon 
2 Pacific gold if 7 Temenos 
: 3 Sufi : 8 Madeleine ;
t 4 Windless 11 9 Grey'Goose
J 5 Samara 10 Tzonqua
I ip ; ; ' NOTE; A very important meeting of the Canoe Bay Sailing Club will be held at the Sidnef Travelodge on Tuesday; 
l'.; i: April 7th. at 7:30 p.m;
1 Dystocia 6 Madeleine
2 Watermellon -7, Quintango..
3 Will o’ the Wisp pj Lee^me;!
4 Windless II ’ Pacific Gold li;





When drift fishing with a Stingsilda or Perken insert 
a bead chain swivel in your line approximately four feet 
from the lure. This will eliminate your line twisting and 
flipping over the end of the rod. Also tie your leader line 
directly to the lure. Do not use a snap swivel as this will. 
.effect the action of the lure.
1;
Now available at 
Low; Boat Show Prices
SEA LAB AND 
STRIKER 
VHFs
Striker 55 - *499
j Complete with Antenna






. Factory Authorized Repair Shop tor
GWIC
ALSO VOLVO REPA/RS
'Spring Service on Drive 'Engine Rebuilt
'Tune Up 'Hydraulic Trim Tabs
'New & Rebuilt Stemdrive 'Fresh Water Cooling Kits
'Rfe-Power — Spring Special—
One Full Year Warranty when we rebuild your engine or drive
. . 656-1221
|2075 Tryon Rd., Sidney open 7 days a Week














Watch for Sidney 
Dockside Days
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of,hoh whiitc Tnarine
new and used • sail and power
656*7286 10431 ITestliaven
(corner Harbour Rd, & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR
Times Shown arc “Standard Times”
26' Chris Craft Soft Top Cruiser.
FWC Chris 307 cu. in, engine. 
Radio, Sounder, Anchor, Trim 
Tabs, Spare Prop. Boat very clean 
and very low hrs, on engine, 
PRICED TO SELL AT $15,000.00,
■r
"World's hngcsl Dm/litier dealer" 
20’;5 'iVyon Ud., Sidney
:656-'5832'..:
Date Time Ft. Time Ft. Time Ft. Time Ft.
Apr. 2 Thu. 0330 10.1 0920 6.4 14.30 8.9 2105 3.2
Apr. 3 Fri. (>U)0 10.1 0945 5.4 1540 9.3 2145 3.7
Apr. 4 Sat. 0420 10.1 1030 4.4 1650 9.7 2230 4.4
Apr. 5 Sun. 6145 10.2 lUX) 3.4 1755 10.0 2320 5.3
Apr. 6 Mon. 0525 10.3 1150 2,6 1845 lO.l
Apr. 7 Tuc. (.X)10 6.3 0545 10.3 12.35 2.1 2000 10.2
Apr. 8 Wed. 0110 7.1 0620; 10.2 1330 1.9 2l(X) 10.2
Duo to activity on resale boats we are short of listings and have clients in* 
torosted in purchasing. Listings of all sizes required.
Canoe Cove Yacht Sales
656-5711
2300 Canoo Covo Road 
(Next to the Ferry Terminal) 
Open tievon day$





Don't put it oft anf longer!
Drapes ii Shades
are pleasod to annoimco thoir
F2EE IN-BOAT ESTIMATES
for all your Upholslory and Drapery roquiromonts,
Vinyl and Upholstery Fabric in stock.
From $3.99 a yard.
With a total line ol accessorius,
cm NOW BmoE the season srms
OPtN (1 • fi 
MUN • .




•NOW iS THE TIME to Spruce Up your boat for SPRING! 
•Haiii'Outs and High Pressure Bottom Cieaning 
•Authorized Repair Shop for:
Johnson, EVINRUDE, & Morcury 
OUTBOARDS and
OMC, morCruisor. & VOLVO PENTA 
STERNDRIVES.
Come in and check our selection of 
UCiirWCIGHT ALUMINUM BOAT TRAILERS
10134 Mcdonald Pk.Rd. 656'7023


















Fierce battle ensues as Parkland junior rugby player makes rush upfield during 





Peninsula Eagles jusl couldn’t hit their stride at 
the B.C. Midget Tier 11 hockey championships 
March 22 - 27 in Esquimalt, winding up with only 
one win and a tie in six games.
The Eagles placed sixth out of seven clubs and 
were nine points back of 100 Mile House, who 
swept the championship with six straight wins.
Still, the Eagles considered the playoff “a great 
treat”, and played their best games against the 
lop two clubs — the “Milers” from 100 Mile 
House and second place Sparwood.
The Eagles kicked off the round robin series 
with a 7-2 loss to the Milers. It was the fewest 
goals the 100 Mile House club scored in any single 
game in the playoffs.
Eagles captured their second game against last 
place Grand Forks by a slim 7-6 margin. Rob 
Montgomery, Murray Harper and Tim Shumka 
each counted two goals, while Peter Claassen’s 
single marker rounded out the scoring.
Eagles followed wilh a 5-5 lie against Spar- 
wood, and actually had the win tucked away until 
Sparwood scored with just over a minute left in 
the game.
The tie was Sparwood’s only tie of the tourney, 
and they only lost one game — to the Milers.
Jim Townley opened the Eagles’ scoring, after 
the game was barely a minute old, assisted by 
Peter Haywood and Claassen. Sparwood tied the 
game shortly after and the first period ended with 
the teams deadlocked at one goal apiece.
New baseball league
Boys 13-15 years old 
will once again be able to
play baseball on the 
peninsula thanks to a




Boys 13-15 have been 
without a league 
following the demise of 
the Babe Ruth League, 
but the two Little
League groups decide! 
to fix that with the ne\| 
Peninsula S e nio! 
Baseball League.
For more informatioi! 





starting April 9th at 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. for Pre-School 
and School-age Programs.
and
April 10th at 10:00 a.m. for Adult Programs. All programs 
commence the week of April 20th.
There are over 60 programs being offered for all age groups, 
including Tennis lessons, Roller Skating lessons. Swimming, 
Fitness Classes and more.
New programs this session include Babysitters Training 
Course, a make-up fashion and skin care course for Teens as 
well as a Recreation Leadership course.
may Register in Person at the Panorama Leisure Centre, 18S5 
Path Drive, Sidney
h
Ypu may Register in Person at the Panorama Leisure Centre 
1885 FOREST PK. DR.
I•a
Parkland Panthers senior boys rugby club 
picked up its third win of the season last week 
wilh a 20-10 victory over Esquimalt.
The win evened the team’s record at three wins 
against three losses and gave them a share of 
fourth spot in the 10-team Victoria High School 
Rugby League.
Coach Don Burgess said a torrential downpour 
10 minutes before half time changed the com­
plexion of the game, and played a part in the 
Panthers’ win.
Burgess called the rainstorm “an absolute 
deluge” in which “everyone got completely 
soaked. It affected the game in that Esquimalt 
figured to run against us with their fast backs, but 
it turned out that our forwards were better suited 
for that type of weather and took control because 
of it.”
Burgess said. Parkland forwards used sound 
tactics, keeping the ball amongst the pack and 
seldom risking backfield moves in the treacherous 
field conditions.
Esquimalt, on the other hand, chose to attempt
TOWN OF SIDNEY
BYLAW HO. 711
A BYLAW TO ACQUIRE LAND BY EXPROPRIATION 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF HIGHWAY DEVELOPMENT: 
WHEREAS:-.
VA: -PURSUAI^T to Section 578(1): (2) oT the 
Municipal Act, R.S.B.C. 1979, Chapter 290, 
the Council may, by bylaw, establish, widen, 
alter, relocate or divert a highway-or portion of 
it, and may lay out, construct, maintain and im­
prove highways or any portion of them;
B; PURSUANT to Section 578(3) of the said, 
Municipal Act, the Council may, by bylaw, enter 
on, expropriate, break-up, take or enter into 
possession of and use any real property in any 
way necessary or convenient for the purpose 
mentioned in A above without the consent of the 
owners of the real property;
0. THE COUNCIL, pursuant to the Willis, Cunliffe 
Tail Transportation Study, dated October, 1980, 
for the Town ot Sidney, deems it desirable and 
in the public interest to acquire certain proper­
ties for the purpose of establishing or relocating 
highways;
D, THE lands hereinafter designated in this bylaw 
are required for the purposes aforesaid;
NOW THEREFORE, the Council of the Town ol 
Sidney in open meeting assembled, enacts as 
follows;-
1, Pursuant to Section 578 and subject to Division 
4 ot Part XII ol the Municipal Act, the Council ot 
the Town ol Sidney hereby expropriates tor the 
purpose ol highway development and use, all 
the certain parcels or tracts ot land and 
premises situate, lying and being in the
. Municipality of Ihe Town ol Sidney in Ihe Pro­
vince ot British Columbia and being more par­
ticularly known and described as:
Parent 1 - Lot 1, Section 11, Range 3 East, 
North Saanich District Plan 5781 
Parcel 2 ■ Lot 4, except the East 10 feet, Sec­
tion 11, Range 3 East, North Saanich District 
Plan 5781
Parent 3,That Part ot the Remainder ol Lot 4, 
North Saanich District Plan 541, lying lo the 
Northeast ot a straight line joining the 
Southwest corner ol Lot 1, Plan 5781, to the 
Northwest coinei ol the Remainder ol Lot 4, 
Plan 541, ris shown on Plan 2137 Right ot Way. 
Parent 4 • That Part ol Lot A, North Saanich 
District Plan 15203, lying to the Northeast ot a 
straight lino joining the Northeast corner ol Lot 
B, Plan 15203 to the Northwest corner ol said 
Lot A:
, This bylaw shall not come into ellect until it has 
been published once m the British Columbia 
Gazette and once in a newspaper published or 
circulating in the Town ot Sidney and a certified 
cQpy ol tlie bylaw has been tiled in the Land Title 
Office In the City ol Victoria; and a Notice ol Ex­
propriation has boon served on the owner and 
occupier and other persons Intoreslod In the 
lands.
3, This bylaw may bo cited as “Sidney Expropria­
tion Bylaw No, 711.’'
Introduced and read a lirsf time the 9th day ol 
March 1981.
Rn,iri a second lime the 9th day ot March 1981, 
Road a third time the 9th day of March 1981 




10 run the ball, but constant handling errors and 
good forward pressure led to tries by David 
Middlcmas, Jamie Rhodes, Paul Rcbiii and Mark 
Filiatrauli. Bernie Struck added a conversion, as 
did Tim Chad.
However, Parkland took a costly injury as 
captain Tim Chad suffered a finger injury and 
had to leave the field. Reports indicate he may be 
out of action for a couple of weeks.
Meanwhile, the Parkland junior .squad finished 
its season undefeated with a close 8-6 win over 
Edward Milne. Chuck Ruest and Steve Johnston 
scored tries for Parkland. The juniors start 
idayoffs Thursday against Belmont in semi-final 
action, while the seniors take on Spectrum in a 
league game Wednesday at Spectrum.
CHILDREN 
GRA TEFUL
One hundred and 
fourteen children 
sponsored through the 
use Foster Parent 
Program at St. Joseph’s 
Mission in Swaziland, 
Southern Africa, 
recently held a day to 
honour the USC. The 
theme was to encourage 
and develop the 






SAANICHTON PLAZA 652-2121 '
ien’s
Work Pants
Navy or Brown 
Cotton/Poly Blend
Oardening Cloves
CHECK OUR TABLE OF 20% OFF SALE ITEMS 
Excellent Selection of Shirts and Sweaters ONLY pr.




•PANELLING <PLYWOOD •FLOORING •HARDWOOD LUfDBER 
•TOOLS • DOORS • CEILING SYSTEMS • PAINTS & STAINS
WIN TRIPS & TICKETS TO EVERY CAME 
OFTHE iSfIVyfm STANLEY CUP
or... One ot live trips & tickets lor two to a Slanloy Cup Playofl Gams from STANLEY.
Leak lor complala contest details at your Windsor Stores and specially marked Stanley Tools. ■
HlVa 16 oz. HAMMER Reg tg 95.............Spec. 12.95 1526-26"x8 pt. SAW Reg 22 05......... Spec. 14.55
52-603 16 oz. HAMMER Reg 2105 .......Spec. 13.55 H515 WONDER BAR Reg 14 55 ............... .Spec. 9.40
Hlll'/a 16 oz. HAMMER Reg 13 05........... Spec. 9.40 39-400 MITRE BOX with back saw req 29T5 Spec. 19.49
1520 20”xl0 Pt. SAW REg ts 15 ........Spec. 11.65 No. 99 UTILITY KNIFE Reg 4 95............. .  .Spec. 3.25
TOPS STAiri
High quality 





- 1 1 '
C.H.I.P. I
THE CANADIAN HOME INSULATION PROGRAM |
For Inlormatlori Mall to: |
Cani-idian Homo Insulation Progiam .
P,0. Box 700 I
St. Laiironl postal Slallon a
Montreal, Ouobec I
« » 1141 SAC ^ ^ I
Ihi; Ginf.-iiiiiienl III' ,ii,(J p,i,|.i, up Hie ;,oi,l of yOur iiisul.ition lo a
inammiim tjl $3'i(i no il ynut hume war. tiuill tjeloro 1951, this is ,1 GlFt 




different wall panels 
available
PAi^ELLINGV
. A true bargain In a number one wall panel. 
Full 4' X B' sheet. Pre-linishod V-grooved 






■50 511 II per Ininitln 
(4.li4 S(|, mcliesv.......
R12X15'’





PRICE INUIlEAStS" COMING MARCH 2/01. BUY NDWII
50 lb. Rolled Roofing
Approx, too sq, M.
Black.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
90 lb. Rollod Roofing
Approx, too sq. II.




N2 Prehung Door Units
Various SI700
28.88
No. 210 Suporso.ll 
Jot Black 




P.OxG.B 4 Oxft U
ea. 18.05 ea. 38.90
PER BUNDLE
No. 2 Hemlock Louvre Bifoldi
?'0«o B a 0*0 ti
ea. 35.05 ea. 71.90
SUNDECK COATING
DEMONSTRATION APRIL 4tli
10% DISCOUNT during Domo. 
ROLL DECK TUF<DECK 
NEOPRENE-HYPALON
^Bring your questions and problems and 
►talk to the Factory Representative. He 














MAPll .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .










t X 4 aiuils iiir that home 
(miovalioii, AlmoM evury pio- . 
loot slaiu witti a "aiurt" .., 





SELFXT 4x8x578 T&Q 




2120 KEATING X RD., 652-5632 
OPEN SUNDAY 10:00- 5:00
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• Commission Saies & Expenses
JACGUELIRE DARLSTROAN 
8603 Moxon Terrace, Sidney 65®-3®@0
V8L1K8 . After5p.m._
ALICE FINALL
BARRISTER, SOLICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC Bill Lyons
IS PLEASE ro ANNOUNCE 
THE OPENING OP HER LAW OFFICE
AT
103-9790 SECOND STREET 
SIDNEY, B.C. V8L3Y8 
TELEPHONE 656-4844
Know Your Firemen
Bill Lyons was born in Kirkland Lake, Ont., 
joined the army at 17 and served in Germany and 
several Canadian centres during a 17-year career 
with the Royal Canadian Engineers.
Lyons moved with his family to Sidney from 
Ottawa four years ago to join the staff at the 
Institute of Ocean Sciences. A chartered car­
tographer, he is currently employed with the 
provincial surveys and mapping branch. His other 
interests include boating and he and wife, Joyce, 
and children, Shirley, Dale and Vernon enjoy 
their 21-foot powercraft.
We are pleased to offer our annual subscription rate of SIO.OO which can be 






Fill in and mail the coupon to: 
T/ic Sidney Review 
P.O. Bbx 2070 :
\Sidney. B.C. V8L 3S5
Only this: that each person has an academic 
potential, or ceiling, just as each individual 
has a potential height which he or she can 
vault with a pole, given the right coaching 
and preparation.
A good school aims to develop the talents 
anT abilities of all its pupils to the full, but 
even the finest teaching cannot carry a 
youngster beyond his or her potential.
Please enter my subscription for one year.
Please enter my subscription and bill me later.
(N.B, Senior Citizens rate $9.00 per annum.)
Name ............................
Mailing Address ..............................----
........................................ ..................................... .............Zip ..
"Serving’ The Peninsula Since 1912"
If our entrance tests show that j'our child has 
the ability in time happily to go to university, 
then St. Michaels University Schpol will 
prepare him or her to enter with a flying 
leap. It’s a good school for those able to 
meet a challenge, willing to work hard, and 
eager to become involved in all-round 
activities.
For information, contact:
John Schaffter, M.A. (Cantab)
Headmaster, St. Michaels University School 
3400 Richmond Road, VICTORIA, B.C. 
V8P 4P5* Phone: 592-2411
ANNOUNCING BRITISH COLUMBIA'S 




Brilish Culunibia'.s new 
Employment Standards Act 
(1981) protects your rights as 
an employee belter than ever 
before;
Employees who become 
pregnant have a legal rigid to 
take maternity leave, with 
job proleclion.
You are entitled to a leave of 
absence of 18 weeks, without 
pay. The Act states when
reinstated in the same job/or 
a comparable one.
Maternity leave with job 
protection is one of the many 
ways in which employment 
standards have been im­
proved under the new Act.
you may take a shorter time 
if you wish.
During your absence, all
you may begin the leave, and benefit plans continue. And 
when it expires, although on your return, you must be
For further information, 
and a leaflet dealing with 
Ma tern i ty Lea ve, con tact 
your nearest provincial 
Ministry of Labour office.
The New
Employment Standards Act
rr MAKES B.C.A BETXVR 
PLACE ID WORK Provlncaof Ministry olndli»h ColumbiH labour 





Everyone in Stelly’s is relieved now that 
accreditation week is over, although it went 
well and accreditors were very nice.
Results of the compatability contest arrived 
last week — to some people’s joy and to 
other’s distress. Those who took part are now 
aware of 10 members of the opposite sex with 
whom they are most compatible!
In other school news:
•Last Thursday the last of Stelly’s Poet 
Visitation series took place when Robin 
Skeleton read some of his works to interested 
students.
•On Sunday, student government prime 
minister Teija Tissari presented a cheque for 
$2,000 to the Lions Camp, Shawnigan. 
Students raised the money with a wake-a-thon 
held last November.
•The blood donor clinic held at Stelly’s was 
most successful with many students as well as 
people from the community, turning out to 
donate blood. The student government 
provided dinner for Red Cross volunteers and 
14 students, whose help was greatly ap- 
. predated.
•Both students and teachers are looking 
forward to the end of the third quarter of the 
school year — this coming Friday. Monday, 
April 6 is a holiday for students — a 
preparation for the spring break, April 11-22.
•On April 4 Stelly’s will be featuring the 
movie 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea with Kirk 
Douglas and James Mason. Show is at 2 p.m., 
admission $1.25.





If income tax time 
puts you in a bind, 
remember, at H&R 
Block we are trained | 
to cut through the 
confusion and 
explore every possi­
ble deduction and 
credit. So we can
save you as much money as legally possible. 
And you can feel free to relax, knowing you're 
paying only the absolute minimum tax.
This year be sure.
Friends and relatives from all over British 
Columbia and Washington State gathered 
' Sunday to celebrate the 80th Birthday of 
pioneer Mrs. Evelyn Copeland at the Moses 
farm which was settled in 1864. Mrs. 
Copeland — nee Grace Evelyn Moses — 
taught school for many years in North 
Saanich and up-Island, starting her career in 
I Prince Rupert. She also ran the dairy farm 
I for her father, Chris Moses, and still lives on 
' , the family homestead farm on West Saanich 
Road.
Child tax credit only? 
Ask about the special price.
il
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALIST^
^ Board reiterates ’ 
view (m recreation
H^R BLOCK*
A4 Marina Court 
9843 - 2nd St.
Sidney Ph. 656-2411
Open; Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Sat. 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Saanich school board 
has reiterated its stand 
that Central Saanich 
should help Sidney and 




The board March 23 
asked its Peninsula 
Recreation Commission 
representative to raise
the issues at the com­
mission level again.
Trustee Rubymay 
Parrott said Central 
Saanich’s refusal to 
participate “doesn’t 
basically seem right to 
me.” She suggested the 
commission speak to 
Finance Minister Hugh 
Curtis, , MLA for 
Saanich and the Islands.
ii
ill
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Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) clubhouse is located at 2304 
Oakville, is an activity centre for 
young people .aged 13 - 18. Most 
activities are free and everyone is 
welcome. Gym nights are 7 - 9 p.m. 
Wednesdays at Sidney elementary, 
and at Deep Cove every Thursday, 
same time.
Clubhouse hours are Monday to 
Thursday 7 - 9:30 p.m., Friday and 
Saturday 7-11 p.m. and Sundays 
noon to 4 p.m. Please join in for a 
game of pool, football, bumber pool, 
or a friendly rap session. Concession 
available, parent enquiries welcome. 
Call 656-0134 days, 656-6713 nights. 
All activities.supervised.
Bluewater Cruising Association 
meetings are held the first Wed­
nesday of the month at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Call 656-2723.
La Leche League of Sidney 
welcomes all women interested in 
breast feeding to its monthly 
meetings. For more information call 
Rosemary Brown at 652-3501.
Sidney Ladies Barbership Chorus 
meets at 7:45 p.m. Mondays in the 
Masonic Hall, 4th Street, Sidney. For 
more information call 382-0744.
Seniors [aged 60 or over] new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? Silver 
Threads centre offers class activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 
10030 Resthaven or call us at 656- 
5537.
French storytime program for 
children aged three to seven years is 
being offered at Brentwood library, 
7179 West Saanich Road. To register 
for the free program call 652-2013..
A giant garage sale will be held by 
Sidney NDP at 10 a.m. April 4 at
10385 Patricia Place, off MacDonald 
Park Road. For information or 
donations phone 656-3554, 656-4227, 
656-6555 or 656-5301.
Mount Newton middle school 
plans a spring fair 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
April 8. Games, items for sale, food, 
refreshments and fun for the family. 
Everyone welcome.
Peninsula Community Choir, 
formed last year, would welcome 
additional tenors and basses to 
complete this enthusiastic group. 
Phone 656-6882 or 652-5680.
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
auxiliary plans a garage sale starting 
9 a.m. April 4 at Saanichton 
Fairgrounds. Donations of articles 
and baking gratefully accepted, for 
more information call 656-2835 , 652- 
2331. Coffee and donuts. Come out 
and support your local hospital.
Brentwood UCW plans a fashion 
show at 2 p.m. Saturday. Spring 
clothes by Alyce’s Fashions will be 
modelled in Brentwood United 
Church Hall by local women. Dessert 
and tea will be served, door prizes 
will be on pre-sale tickets.
The UCW ladies will also par­
ticipate in the Parade of Bazaars 
April 9 at Hillside Mall.
Central Saanich senior citizens will 
meet at the Lions Hall, East Saanich 
Road 2 -4 p.m. April 2. There will be 
a short business meeting followed by 
bingo.
In other club news: April 7 at 11:30 
a.m. the group will meet for lunch at 
Stelly’s school.
The hall is open for drop-ins every 
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons 
when there is carpet bowling and 
cards and a bridge learning session.
PetliliSllla PeOBle j Marge sets it straight straight [ Silver Threads
The local St. John John Ambulance. The Silver Threads centre at 10030
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Lamont sold., their 
home on Lamont Road and are now in residence 
at Summergate Village, Sidney.
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Jack and son Kelly, 
Dawson Road, spent a few days in Seattle and 
area last week.
Larry Haw, Foam Lake, Saskatchewan, has 
returned home following a three-week visit with 
his parents, Mr. and Mrs., Wilmer Haw, Weiler 
Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Michell, Mackenzie, 
B.C., are visiting Richard’s parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Bud Michell, Lochside Drive, and other 
relatives on the peninsula and in Duncan.
Recent visitors to the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. 
Farrell, Larkvale Drive, were Mrs. Farrell’s 
brother, J. Domanski, Alberta, and her brother- 
in-law and sister (Marion) and Mr. and Mrs. 
Leonard Liknes of Monitor, Alberta. Following a 
10-day visit here the Liknes’ left for a holiday in 
theU.S.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Moggridge, formerly of Lands 
End Road, Sidney, now reside in Victoria. They 
have just returned from a two-week holiday in 
Palm Springs, California.
Mrs. Audrey Giroux has returned to her home 
in Tower Apartments, Verdier Avenue, after 
spending a'month visiting her son and his wife in 
Edmonton.
Mi.ss Ruby Law of Toronto enjoyed a month’s 
holiday with Mr. and Mrs. George Stewart, 6756 
Barbara Drive, in the Keating area.
Mrs. James Verhagen, Rodolph Road, has 
returned from a five-week holiday in Holland 
where she was visiting relatives and was able to 
help her father celebrate his 82nd birthday.
Surprise visit for Rogers
Ambulance had nine, 
members on its roster at 
the end of 1980, not two, 
points out organization 
spokesman Marge 
Lovejoy, who wishes to 
correct two
discrepancies in a recent 
Review article on St.
During 1980 members 
worked a total of 908 
hours and treated some 
176 patients she said. 
The Review figures were 
not incorrect but merely 
gave figures for January 
through August of that 
year.
il t t  Resthaven? 
Drive opens 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays, 7 - 9 p.m.? 
evenings and 1 - 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.? 
Lunches, teas, coffees, cards, library, billiards,? 
wide variety craft classes, recreational activities,? 
languages, trips. ?
If you are 60 or better Silver Threads would like-? 
to hear from you. Please call 656-5537. Coming?
LADIES WEAF^
Corner of Verdier Ave.
And West Saanich Road.,




Mr. and Mrs. Roy 
Rogers of Bentley, 
Alta., spent a week 
recently visiting Roy’s 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Jack Rogers, 4th Street, 
Sidney. Jack’s sister, 
Marion Dubord of 
Langley, visited for the 
weekend and on Sunday 
Jack celebrated his 80th 
birthday.
A pleasant surprise 
was a visit by the Rogers 
youngest daughter. 
Sylvia Clemens of 
Camrose, Alberta, 
accompanied by her 
husband, Dick, who 
flew in for the day.
Jack, Sylvia and Dick , 
returned to attend .the 
funeral of Mrs. Eileen
Woods, Red Deer, Alta, 
a sister-in-law of Nora 
and Jack Rogers.
events: April 16 
— mystery trip.
>oo<
East Bonnet Parade; April 30?
SPECIAL
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
• SPECIAL OF THE WEEK’
SEAFOOD PLAnER *6®®
NOW OPEN FOR SUNDAY 
DINNER from 11 a.m. - S p.m.
■SUNDAY SPECIAL--------
ROAST BARON OF 
BEEF DINNER $995
(Coffee & Dessert) 0
Regular menu available
PLEASE NOTE NEW HOURS 
Mon.-Fri. 9-9 Sat. 10-10 Sun. 11-9 pm
LICENSED — BREAKFAST — LUNCH — DINNER
FOR DINING IN A COSY ATNIOSPHERE
^tstvLixxnnt
658-4115for reservations2359 Beacon Ave.
iil
STORE HOURS:—
DAILY 8:30- 6:00 
JTHURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
l-fZ’
Homs of SUPER aavlngo!
PriC0S Effective: in Downtown Sidney 
APRIL 1, 2, 3 &. 4th Across from Sidney Hotel


































S)IT mi)IT RU TRENCH BLACK
rErri»Bl 8 0i,eln.......
MHHr IIRV DUNCAN HINES 




































DOG FOOD 20 01. ......2/89'




fDIDAUV on SAUCE MIX
UBIHVi FOEHGU'S.....
ICE CREAM
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Real Estate 
■For •Sale ' ■
lleal;^;Estate:;








Unique 2 bedroom in 
Sidney at 10438 Resthaven 
Dr. Floor to ceiling old 
brick fireplace. Delightful 
master bedroom and loft. 
Shake roof. Separate studio 
and garage. Fully fenced lot 
close to niarinas, schools, 




Tremendous family home 
with 2 bedroom in-law 
suite. Full bath on each 
floor. MLS. 50506. 
$129,000.
REVENUEPLUS 
TO '/2 % MORTGAGE 
We have just listed this 
immaculate 3 bedroom 
split-level home. Assumable 
”$38,400 mortgage at lOViVo 
due in Jan. ’84. Excellent 
' value at $112,000. MLS.
REVENUE PROPERTY 
4 plex located at 4th and 
Orchard. Situated on 2 - 
55’xlOr lots. Close to 







2700 ACRES IN ALBERTA. 1600 acres 
deeded, balance grazing lease. 1200 
acres cleared, two sets buildings. 






























Each side consisting of 1120 
sq. ft. with cosy living 
room, 3 bedrooms, I'A 
baths, family-sized kitchen 
and large utility room. 
Fully fenced separate back 
yard. Easy care stucco 
exterior. Large 75x125 lot. 




A GEM SET 
IN SAANICHTON I 
Gorgeous 4-bedroom home 
oozing with quality. The 
sunken living room has a 
vaulted cedar ceiling and 
slate full length heatilator 
fireplace. A modern kitchen 
boasts lovely oak cup­
boards. Built-in oven and 
dishwasher and Jenn-Air 
range, 3 bathrooms are 
graced by marble fixtures 
and finishing with extra 
large tub and double sinks 
in master. The large sunken 
family room has a floor-to- 
ceiling brick heatilator 
fireplace and large sliding 
glass doors opening onto a 
sundeck. Other features 
include - built-in vacuum 
and intercom systems, 
thermopane windows and 
loads of storage space 
throughout. Enjoy the 
panorama unrestricted view 
of water and mountains.
= i This-;f; delightful home 
nestled on a large nicely 
landscaped lot at the end of 
a quiet cul-de-sac is new on 
the market. Priced at 
$179,500f For a private 
showing call:
DOUGSCOTT 






Delightful 3 bedroom 
lownhouse in the heart of 
Sidney - 1150 sq. ft., IV: 
baths, fenced yard for 
privacy - has storage shed 
which ' could house 






This top quality, custom 
built home, has so many 
features for you to sec. 
Over 3,000 sq. ft. of 
delightful living space on a 
.8 acre lot with good 
.seaviews. Landscaping is 
beautiful, featuring rock 
retaining walls, rock fish 
pond with fountain, and 
rock-faced wishing well. A 
driveway takes you to the 
large parking at the rear of 
the properly where there is 
a matching .30’x25’ 
workshop that is fully 
insulated. View is a must lo 
appreciate this oiitsianding 





Two limtlscnpcd waterfront 
lots wilh easy access to an 
excellent bench. Main house 
1700 sq. ft. on almost half 
an acre of waterfront plus a 
guest cottage on the ad­
joining wntcrfranl lot.
$496,000
“ E.ric Graham Res: 656-4489
VANCOUVIR <»LANU, Si<p*r
ptuducllv# working man'* lorm. 35 
ocuM. trrioollon 000 g.p.w. lorg# 
ai|iOfny utility burn, gr*»nltou<«, 
•gulpmanl ihad amt olli»r outv 
bulUlIngi, CltiMlt UiuKiilm tiwnn 
tomplata wliti Itt'low or h»lp»r»
lull*. fTnonrlflHIourtilromlh^ ltBO 
! tax y*or ovollobi* to r|uallll»a 
1 purthai.r.. 1505,000, for mor*i mlormolioii tonluM Lull tuuwll U«iu
1 ol 115.74(1-7986 or (r*n* Coirdl ol 
j 115 743.9164 ol J,H, Whilltrm* ond 
O), Ud,, 554 Troni Conodo Hlghwoy,
; Ouniw.B.C. V9L3l’9.l'liun*1)5.74B










No step duplex with 2 
bedrooms each side. Extra 
insulation. Plumbing and 
wiring updated. MLS. 
AskingSl 15,000.
■' ■ NKWI.ISTING 
.3 bedroom (master ensiiitc) 
full basement home. L 
shaped living room and 
dining room with floor to 
celling slate fireplace. 
Basement has family room 
with a brick fireplace and 
rcc room is partially 
developed. Close to 
elementary .school. MI-S. 
Asking $113,5(K).




$187,500 for this beautiful 3 
bedroom home. Two 
bathrooms wilh R.l. 
plumbing on the lower level 
and a fireplace in the Rec. 
area ready for your own 
special touch. The views are 
fantastic and at this price it 
surely deserves your in­
spection. Call; LARRY 





Good solid 2 bedroom 
rancher on almost V: acre. 
Located in the Sidney area 
with possible subdivision, 
duplexing, or . . . For more 
information on this new 






Large family home with 
many extras including some 
teak cu.stotn finishing to 
Living room. Dining room 
and 2 bathrooms. Located 
in the Sidney town with 
approx. 2114 sq. ft. of 
Jiving area this could be just 





V /:' ''EXECUTIVE/: 
Truly gracious home with 
3/5 bedrooms and com­
manding views over Sidney 
and the Gulf Islands. 
Beautifully landscaped and 
situated in the Dean Park 
development. Family room, 
Rcc. room and a unique 
kitchen. Fruit trees and 
greenhouse. There are 
many more features. Give 





Large 3 taeciroom home with 
fireplace, sun room, lull base­
ment, This cheerful home is 
situated on a beautifully treed 
double lot In a quiet area that’s 
just a skipping stone throw 
from sea and marina, Asking 
$133,000, Call Petor Ibbotson 
388-5464 pagor 870 or Don 
Wiens, 388-5464, pagor 875. 
Realty World, MacLood & 
Assoc. 381-3131.
BRENTWOOD BAY. furnlshod units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cabio T.V.. free 
parking, maid service. Available 
weekly. Sondown Motel, 652*1551. 
1541 -tf
3 BEDROOMS, possible 4, home for 
rent. Good area close to school. $600 
per month. Available May 1st. 656* 
5531 days, 656-681 8 evenings. 2778- 
1_3________________________________
MAUI CONDO, waterfront, luxury. 
Moatoeo Boy. Fully appointed, pool, 
jacuzzi, barbecue. Bargain off-season 
rates. ($240 weekly, $850 monthly 
U.S.) Winter rates ($350 weekly, 




STARTER HOME for young couple, up 
to $75,000. 382-4751 after 6 p.m.
2 7 4 7-1 5 
SECURE GARAGE for storage of 
goods and equipment. Prefer Centra! 
Saanich. 652-2132 or 652-1834, or 
write Owen York, Box 383, Brent- 
wood Bay, VOS lAO. 2738-13
SENIORS WANT furnished 2 bedroom 
apartment for 2-6 months, starting 
mid-April or May, Sidney oiea. J. 
Thompson, P.O. Box 885, Sutherlin. . 
Oregon. 97479, 2744-14
THINKING OP SELLING? Let the "No 
Commission System" work for you. 
Call Darrell, 388-5464, Pager 934. 
2704-15 ■
WISH TO PURCHASE PRIVATELY, 
older 2 bed. SXS duplex or Vs duplex. 
Central/East Saanich or Brentwood 
area. 652-0088. 2700*17
TRUCK DRIVER for produce delivery 
for season. To start immediately. 
652-3971.2762-13
WE REQUIRE: Unique shows. Crafts, 
Arts, Wood carvers etc.. 
Bookkeepers, Cashiers. Host­
s/Hostesses: or what have you to 
offer? Hells Gate Airtrom, Box 129. 
Hope. B.C. VOX UO. Phone 112-867- 
9277. (Mr. Copstick).NA-13 
CLASSMAN. Working Foreman of six 
men. Must bo stable, well motivated, 
co-operative. Relocation asistance. 
G. Moore. Polar Industries. 117 
Copper Road, Whitehorse, Yukon. 
Y1A 217. Phone (403)667-7332. NA-13 
ASSISTANT EDITOR* Wanted 
Immediately for progressive Centra! 
Interior Bi-Weekly. Position demands 
loy-out and staff management. Broad 
reporting experience ond editing 
knowledge essential. Must have car. 
Send resume to Editor, Quesnel 
Coriboo Observer, Box 4460, 
Quesnel, B.C. V2J 3J4. phone 112- 
992-2121.NA13 
GENERAL DUTY REGISTERED NURSE 
required. R.N.A.B.C. Contract. 
Accomodation available. Write or 
phone Director of Nursing, St. 
Bartholomew’s Hospital, Lytton, B.C. 
VOK IZO. orphone 112-455-2221. NA- 
1_4_______________________________
FOREPERSON REQUIRED CHILLIWACK 
WHOLESALE NURSERY minimum five 
yeors practicol experience field 
growing landscape plants. i Must 
know effective weed control. Starting 




9773 - Sth St. 
656-5541
The largest one stop Equipment 
Rental Yard on the Saanich 
Peninsula. Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.
We repair all makes,
Reel Mower Specialists.




PLEASE DON'T THROW THOSE UN­
WANTED couports awoy. Send to Apt. 
310-853 Selkirk Avenue, Victoria, 
V9a2T7. 2684-14
Book now lor summer dresses. Also wedding, 















Parties and receptions. 
Hors d'oeuvres, meal 
& cheese platters. 
Sandwiches & desserts.
656-i29i (II)
MAN, 60 YEARS, single, reliable, 
clean, tidy, orderly, non-smoker, 
non-drinker, best references wishes^ 
to take care or'guard any type of 
property (2 room accommodation) 
around the Sidney. Victoria, Comox, 
Compbell River area. Please contact 
Mr. C. Greul, 104-655 Moberley Rd., 
Vancouver. V5Z 4B2. 2742-14
:p§s€eiiahe@ys;:
!//:;VF@r^Saie,':.'v
IDEAL LOCATION AVAILABLE for 
your, goroge sale. Sundoys only. 
Brentwood Bay area. Coll 652-3422 10 
- 5 Mon. - Sal. tl
GARAGE SALE and car wash. Plants, 
boke sole, white elephant at Sanscha 
HoM, April 4, 10 o.m. • 2 p.m.
Proceeds go lo Grade V students 3 
day field trip.13 
MOVING. Many household items, 
antiques, tools, china. Sunday, April 
Sth. 10-3. 9341 Maryland Drive.
Sidney. 2768-13
TOOLS. BOOKS, CLOTHES, household 
items, miscellaneous. Saturday only. 
April 4. 9 o.m. • 5 p.m. 10390 Patricia 
Place, Sidney. 2754-13
GIANT GARAGE SALE. 8945 East 
Saanich Rd. (across from Rec. 
Centre). Sundoy, April 5, • a.m. ■ 4 
p.m. Miscellaneous household items, 
sporting goods, and much, much 
more, 2751-13
SIDNEY N.D.P. Giant Garoge Sale, 
Saturday, April 4 at 10 a.m. 10305 
Potricia Place, off McDonald Park Rd. 
Information or donations, phone 656- 
3554; 656-4227; 656-6555; 656-5301.
2 68 8-13
PIANO AND GUITAR lessons 
available locally at the English Music 
Studio. Fol, rock, ciassicol and jazz. 
Call Gil or Alistor, 656-2242 or 656* 
4739. ^f
7174A West Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay, B.C. 
652*4512
Learn with tne best at me Peninsula's largest 
laciiiiy Instruction in piano, organ, guitar and 
accordian, Lann Copeland Music Centre, (tf)
Pets ^ ■ 
Livestock
ii
2 RESPNSIBLE YOUNG MEN wil 







Mobile homes located in porks on 
pods. Listings and soles. We welcome 
oil enquiries concerning Wheel 
Estate, Listings wonted. Phone 112- 
585-3522 (collect), 13647-100th Ave,, 
Surrey, B,C, VST tH9, The Wheel 
:, Estate.Peoplo, ,
MOST PHASES of gardening and 
landscaping. Also garden design. 
Coll Charles Voutrin, 556-1595 after 5
HUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED, Base- 




Pork, Veal and Lamb. Freezer Cut,

















To Buy or Sell
Territories available












Very nitrnctlvc niul im- 
imicuUue year old 3 
beilroom split level with 4 
pee, bathroom plus unique 
3 pee. cn suite in the masier 
beLlroom. Ample room for 
expansion below. $12.5,000, 
MLS.







biuii, , Uy owiiui - Mo
agents. For appoinlmonl
D56-7886 (?7ft-13i'
WANTED FULLY QUALIFIED WATER 
TREATMENT PLANT OPERATOR, lor 
newly constructed fully automatic 
modern water treatment plant. Apply 
in writing only to; Town of 
Volleyvlow, Box 270 Volleyviow, 
Alberto T0H3N0,NA-13
ACCOUNTANT FOR FORD 
DEALERSHIP FORT NELSON, B.C. 
Knowledge of doolorship accounting 
prolorrod. Salary negotiable. Phone 
I12.774-5316 or 1 12-774-5310 office,
112.774.2416 home. 
DIRECTOR OF RESIDENT CARE.
Applications are invited lor a 
Director of Resident Coro ol 
Coquihalla House, o 30-unit Inter- 
mediate Caro Facility lo bo opened 
on or about August 1, 19(11. Reporting 
lo the Adminislrolor, this senior 
manager will have direct roepon- 
slbillly lor Iho organliallon and 
rnonagomont ol Iho facility and wHI 
promote ond develop recreational 
and occupallonal therapy lor Ihe 
residents, Applicants must , have 
proven odminisirollvo ability In Iho 
long lorm held, be a Qtadualo from 
an accrodilod School ol Nursing and 
should bo rogislorod wilh the B.C, 
Roglutotod Nurses' Atsoclollonor Iho 
Regisloiod Psychiatric Nurses 
Asstjciallon ol B.C. A diploma In 
Nursing Unit Adminlilrollon or other 
Houllh Admlnislrotion Course 
prolerrod. Position will bn 0(mn as ol 
April 1, 19(11. Please send complolo 
resume lo; Mr. 1. Kompo, Chairman, 
Caqulhnllq Communily Caro Sacloly, 
Boh 2';0. MorriU.B.C., VOK'JBO. NA-
J3__ ______________ ___________
IfAVE YOU always waniiid (o gel Inlet 
HCAI, tSTATt;? Mobile Home sales Is 
the nnswor We train Wo require 
sales people (o represent your riiea, 
Full m porl limn. Call collect, HSR 
Mobile Homes ltd, 112-5(10 6500, 
Surtoyor ' 478 0354, Vlctorlo. NA-
:i_3 ____ ______ :___ ________
FXPIrIFncFd' ADVERTISING SALES 
I’IRSON wanled Immediately lor 
Lower Mainland cornmunlly 
nowipripor. Good srilory, benellts. 
Valid drivers license ond ownvolticio 
mandaloiy. riiono Ibe publlsbor, 112
57 4 ;4192;___     NA-13
SiSS. $100 weekly can be yours In 
your spore time, For details svrllo 
rullor Brush Co. c-'c. T,G, Ulamonrf. 
5‘»tl| .47AAve., Delta, B C, V4K 3P2, 
NA-13______ ____________
ONE PERMANENT POSITION
ovculoble now, and 3 summer 
iwsillani available ai Swortr Bay 
with lompnny Ittvolvod In lourlih 
nrlenliwl work 382 4 2(17 Inr In-




/ GARDENER & 
LANDSCAPER
Again available: for Sidney 
and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship, at 
reasonable prices.
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. 
656-2210










TREE WORK. Foiling, topping, pruning 
or shearing. Reasonable rales. 656- 
2382. 
GARDEN ROTOVAtInO. Small and 





Low price factory salvage glass. Cut 
to size. 24 oz. 75c sq. ft.; 32 oz. $1.25; 
3/16 $1.50; '/<" plate, $1.75. Bronze 
tint, 24 oz. SI .OO; 3/16 S2.00. Works 
ot 9750 - 4th St. Sidney, Open Mon. - 
Fri. 12:30 - 4 p.m., Saturdays a.m. - 
, 12 noon. Closed Wednesday. 656- 
6656. f* '
BOY'S BIKE, 14" frame, excellent . 
condition; Viking vacuum cleaner.
:652-3543.: - /. : , - ... ;
CUSTOM BUILT FLEXSTEEL Chester^ 
field otid loveseof. Fa!l tones, $800;
. cobinet stereo, $250; TV woll unit, 
SlOO: various lamps. 656-0240. 2775- 
■ ^3 - . ' ^ ■ ■,
FROST FREE McCLARY FRIG, Moffat 
range, Avocado green, good con­
dition. $500 pair. 656-1417. 2773-13
ELECTRIC RANGE; woshfer/spin dryer: 
vacuum; child's car seat; carpet 
runners: clothing for adults and child; 
radios and many household orticles. 
656-4461.  2771-13
L^ES GOLF SHOES, 7'/2: 2 ladies
golf gloves right hand; kitchen 
carpet, approx. 4’B x 12'; red cord 
bedspread, twin; polarold comero: 
bosoboard heater; small clothes 
dryer; patio sliding door and 
stationery glass panel. 656-3527. 
2761-13
INCINERATOR BARRELS, with lids! 
$6.00 ($7,50 dollvorod). Phoiio 656- 
1510. proceeds to support the 
Peninsula Midget Rep. Hockey Team 
Winnipeg Tournament 2765-13 
LAWNMO^R, Toro 18"; rear




Saturday April 4 
10 am - 3 pm
All Proceeds to the Quebec - N. Saanich 
student exchange program May. i98l. 
'Your saleable contributions would be ap­
preciated. Call 656-6735, 656-6214 or 
656-0024 (or lurlher Inlormation & pick 
up of large items.
, Tmcks-'-'-'i
a Vans




1972 RENAULT Station Wagon, S900.
112-539-2080, evenings. 2767-13
1969 BUICK WILDCAT, 2 door har­
dtop. PS. PB, good condition. This is a 




TWO HOUSETRAINED Persian Cross 9 
month old toms need homes im­
mediately. Will assist neutering. 656- 
6120,2770-13 
TWO ENGLISH SADDLES, excellent 
condition, reasonable. 656-6326,
2748-1 3__________ ________ - . ■.
60 FULLBLOOD SIMMENTAL BULLS, 
yearlings ond 2 year olds. 1,000-1,400 
pounds. Price SI ,500 - $2,500. Contact 
Fraser Volley Simmental Ranch, 
Sardis. B.C. VOX lYO. Phone 112-823- 
4575.NA-13 
MUST CLEAR HAY SHEDS for new 
crops. 80 tons Alfalfa orchard grass 
hay. $70 per ton. 36 miles north of 
Williams Lake. HIghwoy 97. Phone 
112-993-4397. NA-13
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS, grades and nip, 
freshening April. May, June. We also 
have open heifers and calves. 
Registered stock and grades. Can 
deliver. Phone (403)652-7371. NA-14 
REGISTERED ENGLISH SPRINGER 
SPANIELS Liver and White Sire'and 
Dam imported from U.K. Excellent 
bird dogs and pets. Many field trial 
champions in pedigree. Phone 112- 
593-4367. NA-13
PUREBRED LABRADOR PUPPIES OF 
IMPORTED Champioh’British Sire and 
Dam. Ideal Temperoment for field, 
show, or pet stock.'Registered with 
CKC, AKC and EKC. $280. Phone 112- 
985-9231. NA-13
.CHICKS. Brown egg layers, white egg 
layers, meat birds. Order early • ship 
anywhere. Napiqi- Chick soles, 6743 - 





1968 FORD '/, TON, 6 cylinder, 3 
speed, smooth running, $1,200, obo, 
656-23 5 8. 2746-13
'66 VALIANT, chrome wheels, now 
point, custom air tiller, pinstriping. 
Sl,98t, serious inquiries only. 656- 
9057 ask tor Tom. 2756-13
Motoricycles
ROTARY ANTENNA. 656 )263, 
13
2764-
1973 HONDA 450, Good working 
condition. Coil 656-0248, or, con be 
soon ol 10296 Gobrlolo Place, Sidney, 
2752-13
CONTRACTORS! Cleon 
hauling scrop drywall, 
cleaning finished houses. Coll Jackie, 
652-3834 or Ellen, 652-9738 . 2736-13
EXPERIENCED PARTS PERSON
(Hesicolly G.M.), has Monagotlal 
experience, looking (or change, 
Ptosontly employed. For more In- 
formollon please contact Box G, 
Interior Nows, Bax 2560, Smilhors, 
B.C.VOJVHO. NA-t3
ROTOVftTING
For ostablish(3(l gardens. Small 






WilN early piitniinQ, Dr,tin ynut lipul tiy Lasin 
iinuipiKiti riiairiafle phm rnie (iiiiinuiii!i Cali 
John or Sltiphnn inQlii





,/,l am* III tlie penplipiy of the
t .-,,‘1.. , rt-,-.Pr Ir, t',r‘,.vnni
find other cnmmetr.lal of.ilvlly. 
Beauty Solnii nnif 3 berliaom mi'idern 
mnbile liunie wilh excellent polentiol 
(or rwntel revenue or
.■.',.'(■1 / ..I....... .I.-,.' /I. . tir,-, 1
ttSlufs iWif plenty of posed ptirkinfl, 
$139,000 Phene Soltsprlng tends ltd 
Sylvia Gale tlJ W SSlS or ttJ-S3'J- 
>4,18 nr Onrl. Tr.si"y 112-537 5518 of 
11S-S3l7.22,Vi. ' NA.ta
CANVA$$EK$ VVAN1ED lor 
product. Nri tolling, txulc wage plus 
prrdil tfuife. Uriuft 6 011 > 8:30 p.rn, 3 
evei'iingt per week 6Wi 5431. 3753-
__ ____ _
EXPIRliNC?D“'Nui$irmd TequTrTd „
for fiernwnerd port lime work In 
lesihome, Musi hove own lion* 
sn,-irlntinn end hVi nv'nll.shte nil r.hift* 
PM-atlM,...>760-13
psrsdinn, f/usi be fully experienced Id 






Owner Wilt Dorman gives per­





8 PIECE. CHERRYWOOD DINING 
SUITE: Yamciho A,550 sloroo omp, 
Yamoha N5-L235 speakers, Sony 
TCK35 Cossollo dock, lochnks SL1700 
lurnlablo. Yomoho YC,>I5D organ 
w.'RA-lOO tone cabinet and Roland 
1R■ 66 rhytbm unit. 656-7630 . 3 7 59-13
FRiiiiiTno^ now, 12 cu. it., $200,
too II, chicken wire, nearly now, $25; 
slioop skin man's coat, nearly now, 
$40,652-1050,2757-13 
CONESTOGA STOVE umrbiick linus.
Never used. 656-2,143 . 2 7 41-13
WASHiF/DRYER"" liBl'^Tnoiis^Vory
good condition, $200. 656-027>l. 2758- 
l 3 ■
IVOODSfoVES" UNLIMITED litr's
Woslorn Canada's largest snlrrctlon 
of quoldy wood boaters and ac- 
enssorios. Two stoios ■ 3715 West 
lOlb Avonuo, Vontouvoi or 2104 
Cllllu Avonuo, Comlanciy.^C. NA-13 
your 'NAME "aODR'esF 'pOSTaT 
CODE. ;i(X) gumrnoif lobols. (Mode by 
bondkoppod people) $2,95. Mall 
tboquo lo; Handicapped Inbols. Bcix 
1315, Slallon "A". Surrey, B.C. VJS
.. 4Y_^_______ ____________________rbM3
PHEM'aNTS. Ilraodom eggs, chicks, 
April • July. Gnmo form license 
roquirod (o confine, Minimum solo 50 
chicks, $1,75 orich F,0 8. Hnicbery, 
CordocI Pfolrlo Pheasant Form, 
Didsbmy, Alboilo, lOM OWO. PItnne
(403)03V4M,_____________ _ NA13
ffOME” vTbEoTxCHANOi oMoTi' o 
thmeo of 3,000 unconsorod virioo 
rnssollo mnvlos, (nxomple 9 to 5, 
Slimlmnn efr ), Purchaso firu movie 
for $99,95 or submit lor our oc- 
coptanto (wo of yom rnovlws, 
Exthongw d and when you wont for 
only $10.95 (plus $4,00 thlpplntj), 
Adilillonol bonoflli, Deoleri' 
onquirins welcome CoH colloti W17- 
8905 or write Homo Video Fxcltango, 
1280 Robson Strooi, Vancouvor, B.C.
__
WOOD WINDOW$ AND DOOR$l
B.C.'s lowest prlcMsI Hug* snlei’ilon 
Now Slocking pine doubla glozed 
windows, Wolkuf Dom, Yancouvei 
113(366-1101), 1366 $,W, Moilii*
Drive. V6P liZ9 nr N, Vnneouvor 112 




1970'20 It. Trovelolro, Loaded, Im­
maculate. $6,600. Apply at 4140, 




'74 • 33 FT,
C W C.ll. Popor ' j op  
sounder dingy FO HP.
Tnndom Roodrunner Ireller, 180 H.P. 
More.ruisor IB. with 400 hours, 
tnclosod hood, stove, sink and Ice 
l,«x n3-fi;l9-33lU. _ __ ____.....3749.13
CANQi; COVi: SCIIOOt. OF 
SLAMANSIIII’AHU HAVIGATIQN
rtiii lf),ji-:ii y,iii ID s.iii in waltir;, Wc ui'
In CYA l.tAflll 10 CIU-llEt, yn)'
loumt Wiiilir't • v.T.i!kiw) (:.niii!it;!i ,11 O.iniw 
tovi) '.Snmmw ;. Iivn Iliiy i:D;inin!, ,8 :0UI 
piiviilt; n.l.uHl fiiMi (iuliiny, in Iniiy nlyllii; sui 
Kmnilinij'. Ail MiKtiil.iii-; ohi.iiii
tnilififi,il Cinlilitilliiin (hit Kiif, biilil tDii 
hifllitisl eVA f|Uiilitir,itH)iii> -ind h.ivri yii,ii!, ul 
liMCbin!) iniwnrinti: Hii« ftitw fiiilntiy IM',. 
V«1 It'.lj iiMv/KII nl.iy;,!, n/ AI,)'?I/8 oi 
.Villi (iivniingi.)
FARM LAND FOR LEASE
PROVINCIAL AGRICULTURAL 
LAND COMMISSION 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Applic.ilions aie invited Irom persons in- 
Ifiresled in long-term leasing, lor agricultural 
purposes, the lolloping Crown-owned proper- 
ty. '
Vancouvoi Island;
Located on Highway #17 in the District ol 
Nonh Saanich.
Total Land Area 13 9'2 hoclares • approx- . 
iinalely 34,39 acres.
Numoroiis buildings are presenl 
30 year lease availablo 
Managenieni ol this properly is being handl­
ed by Properly Management BrAnch, British 
Coliinibi.i Ministry ol Agncultute and Food 
Ent|uiries may bo rnadoal Suite 4? 10 ■ 20316 
■ fiOin Avenue, i.angicy, B C ' V3A 39/. 
Phone 530-0361
Appliciilioh (pirns may bn otilaineri (lom ihls 
ollice ,tn(l innsi bo complelcd and reliitned 
prior to March 31, I9H1 
W 8 RirhairKnii Diinrloi 
Property M.inagemmii liranch,
II C Minisiry ol Agricailuiii) ,5 Footl
NOTICE TO CREIHTOflS 
IN UK- MAIItll Ul IHi; liSlAli: Of 
REATRICF flODI N l.,l ACII, lorimirly ril Sidnity, 
Hiilisli Colniniiia flote.iscil 
N0ll(;i Hi HI'RI HY (iiVf fl Ih.H (:rei)il(ti‘i ,ind 
ulln h.iyinjj ci.iiiiis .iqa-nsl iIlP i'!;i,i!i! n' the 
aljovo namwl ilei:o,i‘,od .lie heintiy liiriuiieti lo 
send IlHiin lo , (it'iiidt tiwteiick McKimni. 
fla.iO loinlh Si;i!ri|, SKlney, lie Vill 2/3 
Siilifiloi. nn or tiiilniii Ihn /(jih Oily fil Apia 
A 1.1 I'.iHI, iillii Vi'liii.li (l.ilri Urn li.'iu.iilcii will 
(liMnluili! Ihi! s.iiii iisLili) iimoni) Ihi! p.iitiii!, 
iinlitHiil Ihiiritlci, hiivinrj reuitro 
only Id Ihc cl.iiir!, ol w Inch nn 
Ihtn'i liiu ntilit,h
VViiliiiir, H, liWfh Fxni ii'.or .
' MtKiiimi: I oil f, dll hinitiniiili 
■ 11,111 liik'rs A !)i)lir:il()i;i
!)#:i0 4111 SI 
Siilnr'y H e VHl I','.'I
(2!)')4-KI)
3 Tloom (|rou(i», l.wir.lutloi tiuilois, imliviilutnl 
piopRF, hid«-«-t)od«, if»iiflw«v«, morilh to 
monlb.
YiitOii 3S3-36&S
FOUND! smoM black tlrni, mol», groy 
initiilo Vlrlhlty rd VNrmdvrnrd Drlv*. 
BrorttwoodBoy. 653-1373, 1.1
TRANSICOID FREEZER MODEL 6S8. 
Perkins Olosol Power, $3,9lX), lore* 
n?4fl rmwler Itnrinr 16' > (not blodo. 
till ecu, laiinpy, $39,000, Alsoiv?:in,, 
Mimm (403')9M 'FMA Write Rex !i5
Tdmrmton, Ab'"HfA, .tt,
1 »7r"TNTlH)TATrONa’I irEET ST AR, 
inednm ifiimn Natiniml fork grevel, 
Ixyx 6-/1 Uolioil, Jacobs liiuke, 16 
syieed Ironumtsiion. new susi'iensloh 
(rout and rear, Pbtirie 112 633-64'29 
Kilimnt, B.C _ .........
Cummins onglrie, IS speed Iran- 
smissitiii. 44,fX)0 rear end, I'J yoid 
knight iteel box. att wndillrmlng, 
Phnne It3'933-5t04 Complrell River, 
B C NA-13
lifMII) UNDinii Ini hic lafj/cli;,) nr lair- 
va'.c;, li'ik'il litilnw ,i(lrlii!;,',<,n In Ihii i(iii,|j,|{|h- 
lid at ly.i W«i lia'dihtp. riiK-i'i, v.uu.inivei 
I) C Vf,C lA/, ami iir.flw'.fd vnih (nr pidiecl 
iHimi and innntiiii y.il( hit irniiivi/d until 3 00 
PM, Viiniaaivei Una!, nn ita* ‘.pi-i iIimi s.lorarig ^ 
rUhl Ihiuliii rlfituiiiiiiil!, in.ty he litilaimiil al 
Itiii riHiie lit ihri iiiiiliin.igniiil, (Uimn ,?3t) 
VJiWI H.iiitini'j'./'ilr(ii;l Vinihiivci (1C 
Piapii'l Fill, / f,II) 1)11) JiUiilriiial Services, 
Vii;|()li,i Aniiral, It i;
CiOiiiiji b.iit: J ill.) i'M, yuinmntii lime, 
Aliril ,'ll, I'lni
Sill' Meciiriri inliii,'<.l(id paitir-,!, jiir mivi'.kI 
in,'ll ni«.|',iii '.lie meciiiid win tie tii,t[i ,ii 
HI 00 AM, Apiil 1.1 l!)81. III Kill .iiipiiit litor- 
itmnih al viriiiiia lull'll',,ihmi,II Aiipmt 
tiinilfd iii'a'uiwiiih, m.iy ,iimi i>ti picMiH on 
; "'1 '
iwnalinii.ll Aiipd'i ,
Hi til;, cr.n'ttilcred ii.li li teinl,!i in,,;,! (le sipi- 
ii|i||l!tl nn itiil trim",, iiiip|iiii!() by ihe fltipiiit' 
iiii!iU ,ini( iiiii!,l I;,|' flfi tinniiihH'd by Ihii
..,1,
1 iii> inypi 
cepleil
.1 III ,a'iy InriClm fiht nitr ess.iiliy ,,i,'
coiit'd.
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[Renovation, contract tinishing, and 










Call 6S6-55S1 , 





"From Estimate to 
Installation - 
Three Weeks!”


























Corernment cer({r<t^d techni’ 
clan u’lrh 35 years eA'perience 









Rewiring, electric heating re­
pairs, appliance connections,




Iniliisiritil - Kosiilontiiil 
Cnnintert'ittl Wiring 










































2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.




Kcsidfiilhil. Cuminfivial and 
(hill tanirse (auiMriu iuin.





e BACKHOE n'OKK 
® CAT WORK 
o TRCCKINt;
“Xo Job Too Large 
or Too Small”








•Design through planting 
•Interlocking stones loi patios, wiilks 
or driveways.




COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING & WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 













Macs, sporlans, Golden Dolicipusil 
ond good windfalls. 6286 Oldfield^ 
Road, south off Keating X Rood. 
Open 9 o.m.-5 p.m. dolly. 2061-tf
LE COTEAU FARMS
Mac's. 10c to 20c per lb, Spartans, 10c to 
25c per lb. Kept Iresh by temperature cbnirol. 
Open daily, 9-5 p.m,















Trucking, Excavating and 
Backhoe work.
556 Downey Road 






• backhoe service 
® plowing, cultivating 
I & rotovating 






Rotovating, lovoUing, landscape 
preparation. Front end loader
656-6573
Backhoe Work, Trucking
BACK FILLING • LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES
2320 Amherst, Sidney 
Lewis Sovlgny656'35B3
A & 8 BOAT TOPS
Crrmplcte Boat Uplnilsterv 
C.inv as Brit Ti)|)s 
Camper Cushions 
Rc’iwirs







Ki'buildingi'.xhviusi svsU'iiis. IVir ji!f‘- 




Service Residential - 
Commercial
or siuitll
uv will do llii'iii nil."


























I 9812 - 4th St., Sidney
JET-¥A€
Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 











Special rates for 




PAINT & WALLPAPER 
SALES <l SERVICF
;,'i:;:,9843, 





* 22 years pliinibiiig 
experience in B.C.
e Speeitil r.ites for 
])en.sioners 





















Fence I’usts, Digging, .'<() 


















i'oi ,ill ymir nuilme iieeil*., 
Sli.ikry Sliinelv's, Tin 


























Window* • flnon • Cflrpflii 

















"You aonJ hav& 








Quality Work - Free Estimates 
Finishing Carpentry, Renbvalions, 




concern proven market In fur- 
niture/automotivQ. $10,000.00 
investment. Fully equipped. Serious 
enquiries only. Phone doys 112-442- 
3035. evenings 112-442-8187. Good 
living in Kootenoys.NA-13
FREE VACATIONS?? Hardly, but we 
hove the closest thing to it. Buy on 
Ownership Time Shore In Whiski Jack 
Condominiums at Whistler Mountoin 
and guorontee FREE vocation oc- 
commodation FOREVER in any of 500 
luxury resorts in 30 different 
countries. Thot's incredible! For 
informotlon write: Universol Time 
Shore. c/o General Delivery. 
Whistler, B.C. VON 1B0. Phone 112- 
932-4242.NA-13 
20 INDOOR-OUTDOOR RUNS. 15 
indoor cubicles also 9 brood kennels. 
Hof ond cold running water, electric 
heat, grooming parlour ond office. 
1360 squore foot 2 bedroom home 
with 2 cor garage. Drilled well on 4.6 
acres of land. A beautiful spot right 
on HIghwoy 16 only 18 miles from 
nearest town. Home has oil furnoce, 
wall to wall carpet. Has beautiful 
built in hearth for wood-burning 
heater. Kennel is a going concern 
and has great potential: For further 
information write Mr. and Mrs. Glenn 
Golloway. Box 4, R.R. #1. Burns Lake. 
B.C. VOJ lEO or phone 112-692-3657. 
NA-1 3
ATTENTION HAIRSTYLIST! Just walk 
in ond take over this ’‘busy" long 
estoblished five station salon. Ideal 
location’ and ample parking. Good 
equipment ond congenial 
surroundings. Excellent lease 
available. Priced toisell at $26,500. 
(Plus stock of approximately $2,500.) 
Phone Salt Spring Lands Ltd. Sylvia 
Gale 112-537-5515 or 112-537-5618 or 






Repairs to Lawnmowers, 
Chainsaws, etc.
: TutM-Ups
10134 McDonald Park Rd.
' Sidney L '. ;
TRANSLATION
English-French or;.,French-English. Very 
reasonable rates. Call Nicole Cyr — 656- 
6042 evenings. ’ II
WE PRINT EVERYTHING 
EXCEPT MONEY
SIDNEY PRINTING
Business. Cards - Personal & Business Sta­
tionery - Invitations - Flyers - Tickets - Qsl 
Cards - Menus - Catalogues - Etc.
2086 Airdale Place, ; 
Sidney, B.C: 
656-7911
. CALL us AND SAVE!
By HELEN LANG 
To continue with the subject of outdoor seed 
planting: Last week I gave you a tentative 
schedule, and this is a risky business. . . so much 
depends on your location, and the weather, etc. 
For some years we gardened on some beautiful 
fertile land that sat all winter absolutely drenched 
and, after a heavy rain, right under water.
Il was dangerous to walk on it since, like 
quicksand, it attempted to swallow you. More 
than once, getting well and thoroughly stuck, 1 
stepped right out of one rubber boot, and before I 
could catch iny balance took a disasterous further 
step, and sank to my knees in mud. Very cold and 
mushy rnud. . . dirty, and hard on the dignity!
At that time we weren’t able to have the garden 
rototilled until mid-May, and never seeded it until 
after May 15, sometimes as late as the May 24. By 
then the soil was thoroughly warm, the seed 
germinated rapidly and from then on grew 
continuously, with no set-back from late frosts.
Those gardens were some of the best we have 
ever, had, so if you live in a boggy spot, take an 
extra month or so to plan everything, and relax!
Now we have raised beds. Right now we are 
digging-in the “fall rye” grass, plus some aged 
cow manure, and a layer of lime spread over 
everything except the place where we will plant 
potatoes. This combination of goodies should get 
everything off to a roaring start. Somehow, 
though, I am in no hurry to get things planted, it 
still seems a bit cool to me.
All of us have had a terrible time with the 
season’s first lawn mowing, and a lot of lawns 
look pretty miserable as a result. This is a great 
time to put some lime on the grass or a moss- 
killer, if that seems necessary. Also, if you 
discover a lot of weeds, time to apply “Win- 
terizer-Weeder”. . . its not warm enough yet to 
put on “Weed and Feed”
Please don’t put any grass clippings from 
" treated lawns into your compost heap for a couple 
of months. Seems a shame to throw such neat 
stuff away, but it would almost certainly poison 
your compost if you added it.
We notice the birds that frequent our small - 
■ woods are beginning to house hunt. Quess it must • 
be that time of year. In the trees we have a series^ 
of bird houses, some very plairi„aiCouple;Slightly 
more elegant, and one that rnight pass.eis a sbrtpf 
feathery condominium. It must be considered a 
rather poor neighbourhood, though, since no one 
has ever settled down to raising a fainily there.
i.B. SHEET METAL LTD.
6485 OLDFIELD RD.. R.R. «3 
VICTORIA, B.C., V8X 3X1
RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL 













Marino, Auto A Snfaty Glaii 





10114 McDonnId Park Rd
INCOME TAX RETURNS Prepared.
Discount for seniors. Experienced. ^ ................................
656-1290. 2541-17 but we live in hope. ; ^ ,
Maybe this year we wil| be lucky. There were a 
couple of “near misses” last year, and that is 
what I’d like to tell you about.
One dear wee wren spent the better part of an 
hour doing a thorough cleaning on one of the 
houses. Every few seconds her small head would 
appear, and she’d fling out a bit of thread, a dead 
leaf, a tiny bit of stick. I’m convinced she had a 
disapproving look.
Her mate'perched nearby, somewhat in­
terested, but more concerned with preening 
himself. Sort of^a yawning, “Ho hum. When will 
she finish this everlasting housework business, I 
wonder?” attitude.
She worked so long, and so hard we were sure 
she meant to stay, but for some reason we don’t 
understand they vanished.
We have a lot of crows in this area, have found 
tiny egg shells on the ground, and realized the 
crows had likely made a meal of several embryo 
singers. Maybe they were responsible, or maylte 
her sweetheart just found her a nicer house.
INCOME TAX PREPARATION. Per­
sonal, Formers, Fishermen, Smoll 
Businesses. AArs. V. Fleming, 655- 
4677, 2552-16
COLLEGE COURSES AT HOME I 
Spoedwriting, shorthand, 
bookkeeping, business moth. Full 
lime courses also ovoilable. ConlocI 
Oullus College, 543 Seymour Street, 
Vancouvor, B.C, V6B 3H6. Phone 112- 
681-7567,  NA-13
NEED HELP. Dependable and easy to 
grasp. Loam to understand your 
friends, relatives, business 
associalos. Order "How to Choose 
Your People", Send $14,00. to 
Sorolino Enterprises, 2(M Jardino 
Street, Now Woslminslor, B.C. V3M 
5M3. NA-13
SINGLET Excellent computorlied and 
personalliod Doting Seivico In your 
area. Roqusil freo Informallon from 
moln office; Human Conloct B4 BIB • 
161h Avo,, N.W,, Colgory, Alto, 12M 
OKI, na-13
NEED HELP PLANNING AHEADT For 
mesioge, phone 477-7220 , 2697-13
COAlUVIUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE, 
(formerly Saonich Peninsula 
Guldanco Association). Services lor 
tha family, Individual, marrlngo and 
lamlly cournolting, 556 1247. 9013- 
Filth Street, Sidney, If
9812‘’'4th Sts'
ST. ANDREW'S AAornlng Group, 
ruminooe sole, Friday, April 3, 10 
a.m, • 1 p.m. ul Morgorei Vaughart 
OlrcItHall, 4lh. SIreel. 13
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10421 netlhivsn Dflw 
SIDNEY
Saturday, April 4
8 nm -12 Noon
All liter,(Kitls Ini Nsrtli Siirilcli' Quuiim: 
FiliitlAni iiyriitinijo M.iy/Rt
SAANICH PENINSULA HOSPITAL 
AtlXlUANY gutnoe s«l«, Soonlchton 
Fair Grounds, April 4, 9 o.m, 
Dnnullons rind hairing orttlelully 
(Kcepted, For lurilier detail), 6S2- 
20,151 552 1)42; 652.2331, 13
lA lEOFE lEAOUl welcnmes all 
wunuiii iMtuKDIwd III brriusl feedino 
lo their manthly rneellrig April 2ml, D 
p.m, Maranoiho Form, 1559Stelly's X 
PrI, Bailies are always welcome. 
Inlatmollon, liceemory Brttwn, (A'f 
UvUI, lu
SAANICH PARiNtS FOR FRENCH will 
Ixild 0 meeling April 6, 7:30 In 
Kmillno SrbnnI Lllwnry Dr Bt.y nf 
UBC will he the guest speaker
The most amusing “near miss” was with a 
sparrow. She arrived in the woods and went about 
from house to house, looking them all over 
carefully. Finally she sleeted one, and attempted 
to enter. This particular house is one that my 
spouse (with an evil glint) identifies as a “tit 
box", and I (being slightly more “proper”) call a 
“bush-lit house.”
The entry is very small, and the sparrow 
somewhat too stout to gel in, but she was one very 
determined bird. We spent 10 minutes, as quietly 
as possible having hysterics, watching the silly 
creature
She would put her head Inside, and then at- 
icmpt to push herself forward. No luck, Out 
would come her head. She’d give it a shake, slick 
it back ill the hole, and again struggle with all lie.r 
might, legs kicking, small bottom doing a sort of 
birdie Samba, wings tight to her .sides, No go.
Out would come her head. She’d shake it to 
straighten the ruffled feathers, fly up on the roof 
of the house and stand, peering over the edge at 
the entrance,
If ever a bird looked puzzled that one did! She 
wotdd rest a minute or two, and ilicn hack she 
would go, Head in the hole. Another frantic 
struggle. . . legs flailing, tall thrashing, every 
muscle straining. Out would come her head, and 
she would stand there exhausted, waiting for the 
hole to get bigger, maybe?
I'm glad she never did get in, because, quite 
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During the past week 
donations of cash, gifts 
and supplies have been 
received from the 
following and
acknowledged here with 
deepest thanks by the 
Peninsula Midget Rep 
Tier II team.
SUPli
Three peninsula fire departments join forces this week in fighting Muscular 
Dystrophy. Helping kick off fund-raising campaign are: [left to right] Pete 
Harrison, Sidney department, Barry Eastgate and Greg Whalley, Central Saanich 
department, and Merv Hughes of Sidney. North Saanich volunteers are also 
pitching in, but were absent for photo. Big push goes Friday night and Saturday 
throughout peninsula.
Bowcott Trucking -And 
Excavating, Jonathan's * Men’s 
Wear, Prairie Inn 177 Ltd.. 
Brentwood Esso Service, Fay's 
Cleaners. Brentwood Candy 
Man, Spooner's Ladies Wear, 
Alice's Fashions. Brentwood 
Hordware. Brentwood Bay 
Sporting Goods. Brentwood Bay 
Toy ond Hobby Shoppe. LIbon 
Plzzo, Sunflower Health Foods, 
Village Valet.' Brentwood Bay 
Fish and Chips, Smith Super 
Market. Lobatt's representative, 




then’s Spring velour Lousigewear
tops 'n jackets
cotton, 20% polyester 
•Royal/cream, Brick/cream
As a result of the 
generosity of the above 
firms a successful dance 
was held March 28 to 
raise funds.
TUNOHA lav® 211% ON




• Regular $35.00 to $45.00
mmmmmmmmrnmmMMmmmiimmsm
Best in the West
By SGT. GWEN ROWLEY 
The schedule is busy for members of 676 Air ■ 
Cadets. Currently, the junior NCO course is 
underway. It’s designed to teach cadets drill, 
public speaking and leadership — these cadets 






® Septic ® Holding ® Water
500, 600, 750 gal. custom sizes available
ALPHA 10218 Bower Bank Rd.
FIBERGLASS M¥U. CO. Sidney 655-5121
0ufs/Oals 14 01.
sale ^28®® t® ^36®® r, Ty™, CH,C
Regular to $31.00
Save $7.00 to $9.00
This weekend cadets take to the skys as they 
glide up-lsland at Cassidy Airport. Youngsters 
arrive bright and early to set up for the day’s 
activities. The trip is a chance to build up 
hours for the squadron’s pilots who must 
obtain 10 hours solo before they are allowed to 
fly passengers.
Glider pilots in the squadron include WO 
Jim McLeod, Sgt. Phil Rowley, Sgt. Dave 
Shaw, tmd Cpl Dean Friedt. Only cadet with 
his power and glider wings is Rowley.
Next week; details of a trip to CFB Comox 
and other adventures of 676 Squadron. — the 
Best in the West.
Peninsula Steelers 
defeated Gorge Buc­
caneers at Hampton 
Park Saturday morning, 
earning a berth in the 
district cup finals to be 
held next weekend.
The narrow 2-1 
victory for the local 
squad came as a result of 
first-half goals by Brent 
Stetchman and Tim 
Street.
The . Steelers, who 
finished the regular 
season in a second place 
tie with Sooke Vikings, 
will face that same squad 
in the district cup match 
next Saturday at 
Lambrick Park in 




EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES), COLOURING 
AT THE NEW
MARINA COURT on 2nd Street 
TUES.-SAT. 8:30-5:30 656-4443
Ladles Uneehigiis, Hyions and 
Pantyhes© by Pliaiit®!!i sAVE2i%
P.S. DON’T FORGET TO SEE OUR RACKS WITH SAVINGS OF UP T0| 
50% OFF REGULAR PRICE
OPEN
umu PEIEIIN Mon.-Thurs.10 - 5:30 p.m.
JONATHAN S. LTD




10 - 6 p.m.
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Be a Wise 







Seaboard Plaza 149 Keating X Road
WE DELIVER ON THE
SAANICH PENINSULA & GREATER VICTORIA AREA
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Rent all the tools and equipment you need to get 
your yard in shape.
Come and visit us at our booth at 
HOME EXPO, April 3, 4 4Bin the
Esquimalt Sports Centre.
Q,WM, fl&ntail» Ltd,
Tout Cotiiitiufiify MMcd Itniil Comptny"
6777 KIRKFATRICK CRES.






I'l'f-lilJj file total cleaniniJ service CLEANS
lo remove 
dirt, stains, and oils 














OVER 10 YRS. PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
• Patonlod controllGd hoot 
cleaning system.
' • Dry cleaning of draperies and 
upholstery, in your home,
• Protects your carpet, drapery 
ond upholstery Invostmonl.
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Gas Grin Umbrella Set
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Helping You Beat inflation Is What We’re All About, Also Giving You Good Quality at the Same Time. We Put Our Seal of Quality on All Our Inflation Fighters Before They Go to You and 



























Scotch Buy. j Scotch Buy.
14fl.0L I Assorted. 14fi.oz.
(39SfflL)Tin. .......... WW 1 (398 ml) Tin. .... ....... W W
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Scotch Buy. Stems And Pieces.fd^
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^ 1 Powdered. Laundry.
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_________ I ipf OII's. ^
Oromge Pekoe; ■.
1 i. g). Pkg, of 129'
DIshwachor. £hctre>$ol. Johnson's. Futuro.













1 Raalomon, Reconstlfulnd lemon Julco.
*1.63
Windew Cleaner





















Cadbury. "HaielfKifftlmond <1 Raisin 
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